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GENERAL

PLACE AFTER SIX DAYS' FIGHT
i

'

ATTACK

TAKES TO FLIGHT AND IS
PURSUED BY THE CAVALRY
Losses on Both Sides, Due to Death, Injury
and Capture Amounts to 5,000 Men
REBELS NOW HAVE CONTROL

OF FIVE

STATES

They Expect to Have Little Difficulty Now in Overthrowing the
Power of Dictator Huerta The Lafter's Government, However, Denies Its Defeat and Claims Reinforcements
Drove Invaders Away From the Beleajjured Place-VictWill Push on Southward
ors

;:

Gomez
April
ralacio Torreon, strewn ... with the
dead and wounded of a six days' battle, was occupied by the rebels last
night on the heels of the fleeing fed
erals.
No Foreigners Killed
In all the fighting no foreigner was
killed or injured., ' The taking of the
city marks the climax of the first campaign of the revolution to oust Victo-rian- o
Huerta from the president's castle In the City of Mexico. It gives the
constitutionalists virtual control over
the whole northern tier of Mexican
crwum, Mux.

,

.

Btates.

Fight Began Friday
The fighting began last, Friday and
was almost continuous.
first Villa
attempted assaults on the strong fed1
eral positions1 in daylight,' but these
proved costly, so the days were spent
in cannonading and the nights In assaults.
Accurate Artillery Fire
Positions were taken and lost time
and again. Several night attacks sent
the federals scurrying from strong positions, but at daybreak the captors
would be compelled to abandon them
by the strength and accuracy of the
enemy's artillery Are, much of which
is said to have been directed by
.French and German gunners.
Many Men Lost
Losses have not been compiled, but
General Villa estimates his own losses
at 500 killed and 1,500 wounded, and
the federal loss at 1,000 dead and
wounded, with an unknown number
of prisoners.
Villa believes that the federals
whom his cavalry is pursuing to the
south forms but a remnant of the federal force, whoso loss he says probably
Is close to being total. All the subordinate generals have not yet reported,
however, and until they do Just how
many were captured cannot be accurately stated.
Some of the .fiercest fighting occurred in the hills south of Gomez Palacio and West Torreon. Twice the rebels took two of the hills only to lose
them, but all the time attack was becoming more formidable, as the soldiers, attacking from all sides except
the west, fighting from house to house,
drew the circle closer about the en:

.

emy,
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Much Street Fighting
A hundred small encounters occurred intermittently In the streets over
the possession of soma favored roof,
'

but the roar of cannon was almost
continuous.'

Armored Trains Used
Both sides used' armored

trains.

with hi? band, mounted, wnttid
suddenly appear around an elbow of
one of the hills, discharge a broadside
and then retire. Early in the attack
on Gomez Palacio two trains ventured
out at the same time, and a lively exchange of shots ensued, like a naval
battle on land.
Rock as Ammunition
The federals, made 'use of huge
rocks, which were shot .to a greai
height, exploding in the air and letting
down a hail of buckshot
The-g-i

--

Juarez Ceieorates
Juarez, April 3. With the taking of
Torreon by the rebels last night constitutionalists now control an immense wedge-shapeportion of Mex-Icwith the point resting on Torreon,
500 miles south of here, and the top
extending along the American border
from Nogales, Ariz., to a point just
west of Bagle Pass, Tex. At Piedras
Negraa there, is a federal garrison,
but it does not now constitute a men
ace to the rebel.
The states now subject to the rebel
amis are Chiuhuahua, Sonora (except
the port .of Guayhias), most of
Durango and Slnaloa.
Other Operations Easy
Yesterdays' victory is said to make
the capture of Saltillo and Monclovia,
in Coahuila and Monterey, the; key to
the state of Nvevo 'Leon-- , assured,
fhe main federal forces, according
to Villa's report to General Carranza,
was wiped out b(y death, wounded,
Palacio
captured or flight at
and Torreon. Mazatlan, the federal
port in the state of Sinaloa, by the
release of the veteran rebel army at
Torreon, also is in a precarious state.
" Villa's Great Attainment
Thus by his successful campaign
of the last month General Francisco
Villa has practically
assured; rebel
control of the vast territory of the
northern states of Mexico, and gained for himself the reputation of being
the foremost soldier of the country.
Ht was but a little over a year ago
that he started out from a village
near here with two companies, six
horses, seven dollars In money and
a meager supply of beans, coffee and
sugar. The horses at the time were
not paid for, and Villa's first act on
capturing this city months ago was
to repay the liverymen from whom
the horses were '.'borrowed."
Interest here today. was divided in
speculation as to Villa's future movements and the way the rebel triumph
would be received in Washington.
Juarez Goes Mad
Never in all its dramatic "history
Coa-huil- a,

oe-ie-
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ON TAMPICO

Washington, April 13. Constl- tutionalist outposts within five
miles of Tampico are preparing
to attack the city, Rear Admiral
Fletcher reported today, adding
that he had private advices that
the federals were preparing to
surrender without resistance.
Juarez Ajri 3. The
bel
pursuing force this morning en- gaged the rear guard of the fug-itive federals at San Pedro, 26
miles east of Torreon, killing
100 and capturing 123, according
to. a report received from Gen- eral Villa this afternoon. Among
the prizes of war taken In Tor- reon were four large guns, 1,000
shrapnel and thousands of rifles..
The path of the escaping federals
is marked with their abandoned
arms and cartridge belts.
since the Madero revolution of 1910
has Juarez gone so mad with enthusiasm as it did when a foot messenger
from military headquarters
ran
through the streets shouting that Tor
reon had fallen. Drunk, with elation,
men embraced each other whereveV
they met. Beiis in the 3()Syear ol0
mission of Cuadaiupe were set ringing louder and faster than they have,
ever rung for religious purposes.
Scantily clad soldiers woke from
their sleep in tbe town's many barracks to cheer. Then, stirred by a
common impulse, their . rifles .were
turned loose into the air. For. a, time
inhabitants of El Paso supposed
Juarez was again suffering one of its
periodical attacks.
Finely dressed officials, high In the
Carranza administration, threw their
arms around private sqiaiers in the
streets and yelled their delight. Common soldiers mingled freely with the
highest officials of the rebel government in a cabaret sesort and were
invited to drink to the glory of the
insurgent arms. Virtually the only
place open in the Mexican border
town where drinks might be bought,
this cabaret was crowded to the doors
with civil and military men of all
ranks. In all stage of dress, for
the hour was late, they crowded in to
embrace with friends and toast the
conquering" general. In themidst of
all the rejoicing American ragtime
music tinkled from an, antiquated
piano in the corner, while American
women from El Paso's slums danced
the one-stewith; (Mexican partners
in the middle of the big room.
Carranza Is Pleased
General Carranza was very busy today, but in the afternoon took time
to answer questions put to him by
reporters. Asked as to the significance of the capture of Torreon he
"
.
replied:
"It lg of the greatest importance,
because it sets us free to concentrate
the major portion of our forces around
the more central cities of the republic
still held by Huerta with the knowledge that he no longer has a northern
armfy worthy the name.
"Of course, I cannot disclose our
future military plans, as Huerta, although he has not proven himself a
good soldier, would surely take advantage of the information.
"As for recognition of our government by the United States, I have
nothing to say because that does not
depend on ma I expect to remain
in Juarez several days longer, after
which 1 will establish my headquarters in Chihuahua. We have not definitely decided, but I expect to meet
General Villa in that city.
"With the capture of Torreon we
have communication hy rail all the
way to Durango and the outskirts, of
.

Mexico City to conduct any routine business that may arise with the
Huerta government In none of Mr.
'
CShaughnessiy's transactions,
it is pointed out here, is foreign recognition involved, the policy
of the Washington government being
to deal' with authorities In: de facto
control, Reference by General Huerta
In his. message to the Mexican con:
gress .Wednesday to the action of the
United States government in connection with the proposed reassembling'
of The Hague conference did not Imply, in the view of officials, any recognition to the Huerta government
General Huerta said in his message:
"The United' States has been so
good as to invite me, through his excellency, President Wilson, to organize in common accord the preparatory
work for the approaching peace conference at The Hague."
The explanation of the statement
is found in the fact that last Saturday, with the purpose of removing
what appeared to be a formidable
though purely technical obstacle to
the carrying out of the original plan,
for the reassembling of The Hague
conference this year, Secretary Bnyan
sent a note to the American diplomatic offices in every country which
was a party to the original Hague conference, suggesting that their governments designate the administrative
council of the permanent, court of arbitration at The Hague as members of
a special committee to arrange the
program for the third conference.
This note was printed and a cop?
was sent ;to Nelson O'Stiaugunessy,
the American charge'at (he Mexican
capital, "who, in the ordinary routine
foril
Charge O'Shaughnessy will continue eign .office.
how-eve-
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BE BOUGHT AND SOLD

LAV OTHERWISE TRANSACTIONS WILL
IMMIGRATION AUTHORITIES
BE CONSIDERED
AS GAMB- PLANS TO HOLD FUGITIVE
J
MEXICANS
LING, SAYS COURT

Washington, April 3. Instructions
to hold up under the immigration law?,
any of the Mexican refugees interned
at Fort Bliss, who may be released
undor pending hubeas corpus proceed
ings, have keen sent by Commissioner
Caminnetii to immigration inspector
along the borders. In case the habeas
corpus 's granted, the refugees will
be' imfiredialely rearrested and right
to enter the United States tested. Mr.
Caminetti said today that the question
of where the refugees would, be de;
ported should they be held to have
entered the United States illegally has
not been taken up.- saict awf ,toxil
-

TODAY IN CONGRESS

'

Lincoln, Neb., April 3.. "A contract
to operate in. grain operations to be

Kansas City, April 3. Women, un-- .
Washington, April 3. Although variIcas able to show good, reason for be- ous steps still must be taken befor
ing there, were today excluded from
the trial of Vic,. Gueringer, one of
Khe Bix men charged with attacking
Mrs. Gertrude Shidler, a nurse, at 1224
Grand avenue.
Mrs. Gertrude Sliilder told a revolting story of being lured to a downtown
rooming house on the .afternoon of
March 9 and attacked by six : men.
Gueringer is charged with participat'
ing in the attack. ';' Mrs. Shildler told her etory in spasmodic whispers broken by sobs. Only
the jury, the judge, the prosecutor and
two attorneys could hear her words.
When the crowd of spectators got on
seats and strove to push closer the
action brought .a' rebuke from the
court. When, at the opening of Mrs.
Shidler's story, the '.'attorney f'pr the
defense asked tlio.' court to nuifce thr
woman speak louder, the court,- angered, said:
"I shall not make Iter speak louder.
Pet up closer if you want to bear It."
fcnA
Attorneys" said" tnv
of the most horrible crimes 5ver d
scribed in a court room.
During Mrs. Sliidler's testimony
Gueringer, who she accused of. being
the most merciless of her tormentors,
sat motionless, twirling his thumbs
and storing steadily at the witness.
.

DELEGATIONS GIVE WELCOME'
San Francisco, April 3. Delegations
from the Iowa arid Nebraska societies
of California welcomed
today the
commissioners from their states who
arrived for the selection and dedica
tion next Monday of sites for their
state' pavilions at the Panama Pacific
exposition.

adjusted according to advances ;. la
market values, and without the intention of either party that any grain
should be actually bought, sold oi? delivered, is a contract for gaming transactions, against good morals and public policy, and the courts of Nebraska,
prior to an enactment of a statute BOUNDARY LIKE IS KOT
Upon the subject, halve consistently
refused to lend their aid to either
CHANGED BY
party in such a transaction."
This is the syllabus of the decision
of the supreme court of Nebraska to- SUREME COURT MAKES DECISION
r 4N: THE NEBRASKA-IOWday in refusing to sustain an appeal
from a decision in a distrioti court in
DISPUTE
j:
a case where damages were sought
against Herbert Gooch, who formerly
Lincoln, Neb., April 3. The bounbucket shop in dary line between the states of Neboperated a1
a"-- Lincoln,
raska and Iowa Is not changed by
"The enactmeuti '6f the 1907 statute avulsion in the channel of the Misprohibiting huckct shops did not af- souri rivei according to a decision of
fect the" previous doctrine," the su- the Nebraska supreme court today.
preme court held, "and an action to The decision wa3 rendered in a case
recover the amount paid to a bucket appealed from Dakota county, where'
shop as margins cannot be maintatn- in suit was brought to quiet title to
......
led,"
;,.ir.
land between the abandoned channel
of the river and its present channel.
A MEXICAN ARMY
The Nebraska court held that it had
Pueblo, Colo., April 3. A Mexican no jurisdiction in the case and that
army of unemployed, banded together the land was a part of Woodbury
here, was fed in front of the city hall county, Iowa, and not aceretious to
by the county commissioners, this af- the riparian lands claimed by the Nebternoon and started on Its way to Old raska plaintiff. The court holds that
Mexico. The army numbers more than the "boundary line between the two
100 men.
Jesus Martinez, a former states follows gradual and imperceptrackwalker, is the leader of the or- tible changes in the main channel of
the river.
ganization.
The unemployed army la composed
of Mexicans who have been living in
'
the local Mexican colony. They are
ENDED
RETRENCHMENT
returning to their own country to
Cal.,
San
April 3.
Bernardino,
more
no
seek, employment,
having
com
Fe
The
Santa
Railway
work here.
party put into effect today an 4
order ending retrenchment meas- BRYAN IS SICK
tires in shops here and incretis- 3.
ed the working time of 1,000 me- It was learned
Washington, April
been
had
that
chanics, .,25 per cnt over the
today
Secretary Bryan
so ill during the night that a physischediUe maintained since the
first" f the year. It is under- cian had been called. It was said he
4 stood that the onhir is gn rat
had a severe attack of grip and
would be confined t.i his home 4 over the cwst.
for spy eral days.

.

Washington, April 3. Senate: Resumed yestexday's recessed session at
11:50 a. m. to consider the nomination of Winthrop M. Daniels of New
.

Jersey for member of the interstate
commerce, commission.
House; Met at noon.
Debate on the legislative, executive
and judicial appropriation bill was
resumed.
Unanimous consent was secured for
a night session next Tuesday to consider private pension bills.
Judiciary committee again proposed
Ms recommendation in the case of
Representative McDermott, who figured in the lobby investigation.
A workman's compensation bill for
government employes was agreed on
by the judiciary committee.continued
committee
Public lands
bill
for coal,
on
the
leasing
hearings
oil and other mineral lands.
-

!

.

EiFEl

FAVORS LEASING BILL
Washington, April 3. Commissioner
Tallman of the general land office, before the house lands committee today,

endorsed the leasing bill for mineral
lands and favored some preferential
riehts to those now in the California
fields, with certain limitations to Faffv
guard the governmsnfs interests.
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preparing for the eiuLu.....i.. ' i
vheir reserve banks. Every back, under the law, must begin payment ot
a subscription of six per cent of Ita
capital and surplus to the stock of its
reserve bank within 30 days after noti
.......
fication.
In accordance with the law, as sooa
as the member banks in a district
have subscribed the minimum amount
of stock for a reserve
five banks will be designated to exe
cute the formal certificate of organ
zation. After its reception here, the
reserve bank will become a corporation and entitled to begin business.,.
The next step will be the selectioa
of boards of directors for the reserv
banks. There will be nine directors
for each bank, three to he appointofi
by the federal reserve board, whiclt
itself is to he named by President
Wilson, and six elected fty the mem
ber banks In each district
Although the federal reserve boartS
is to choose three directors im eacfe
reserve hank and appoint a reserve
agent for each bank, who is to act as
its mouthpiece, the organization committee may perfect the organization
of a; reserve bank for all practical pup- poses before the reserve hoard is appointed, and it is believed that th
committee will exercise his authority
to launch the system as soon as pos:

sible.

In the opinion of officials here th

transfer of money fronj

wjerriber

banka

in payment of their subscriptions t
reserve banks will be accomplished
without disturbance to both and without any curtailment of credit or retrenchment in loans or discount. 'The
law gives nearly a year to the banks
of their
for the payment of one-hatotal susbcriptlons, and It was believed
that this time would prove sufficient
In every case.
lf

WOOL PRICES HIGH
Boston, April 3. Tbe Cun ;nrr A
Bulletin will say tomorrow:
"Larger supplies or lower prices fcr
the wools on hand in Boston P
would undoubtedly bave niatfa for a
larger business, but prices ht, n bi .
very firmly maintained on t' o ti
ness actually, done, whiv'h
(
principally in medium and
ei.cn cross-bredand soma '
tralians.
"Contracting in tho west h. i
rather intermiifent, but st-.- .j
has
'r ' i

.

a

.

prob-babl-

the new federal reserve hanking system begins operations, treasury officials expected today that the 12 regional banks would open for husineesv
within three months and that the: re
volutionary change, in the nation's.
financial machinery Would be an, no- compllshed fact within that me, WKK
the designation of the reserve cm-.ters, the organization cominltt'ee. took.
the first decisive step toward, perftic-tie- n
of the system!
The cities named are Boston, New
York, Philadelphia, Richmond, Atlanta,
Cleveland, Chicago, St. LmiW,; Minneapolis, Kansas City, Dallas, and San.
Francisco.
The first work today waa official certification to Comptroller of the Currency, "wniiaras of the selections, anS.
ftr.'Wi!Hain hewn the task of notifying every one ot the 7,548 nations!
and slate hanks which have applied
It was the genonu
lor membership.b&n1
in V
Trnmber
that
V"ti
OjUfC

O

'so-call-

p

(Contiinued on Page Five.)

DUED VOICE

at

Washington, April 3.- - Announcement of the prospective departure for
the United States of John Lind, President Wilson's personal representative
in Mexico, revised Interest today in
the future trend of the Washington
government's" policy toward" the southern republic.
While the president 'has gaid Lind
would return tcf Vera Cruz after he
had obtained a rest and vacation in
ihe United States, many observers
think he will never go. back. The
prospect of eveii "more vigorous warfare,: and j"tfe.e ui'llliugness of either
'
faction' toi 'accept any proposals for
compromise or mediation has caused the American government to assume an attitude of strict neutrality.
In the attention thac has been con
centrated on the battle of Torreon, the
Benton and Vergara cases have been
practically lost sight' of, but there is
every indication that with the battle
over and when another readjustment
of military forces ensues, further information will be sought from both
the constitutionalist and federal chiefs
as to the course they Intend to pursue in satisfaction of injuries inflicted upon foreigners by their subordif
nates,
Just what Mr, Lijpd might do while
in the United SUces alter he has
rested is causing a good deal of speculation, the suggestion being advanced in some quarters that perhaps he
might make a trip ti observe conditions in ' constitutionalists
territory,
where Carranza ig In control.
Administration officials are em
phatic in their declaration that Mr.
Lind's movenientii ' t present mean

.
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TWO

Recoveries
ENERAL ORDERS llzzy

IE

FULL OF

INTEREST
INFORMATION REGARDING RIFLE
COMPETITION AND NOTICE
OF APPOINTMENTS

In the general orders just Issued
from the office of Adjutant General
II. T. Herring of the National Guard
of New Mexico, Major Ludwig W.
of this city is reappointed as a
member of the armory board of con-

trol. Captain Smith, and Lieutenant
Powers are the other members. The
orders officially announce the resignation of Captain G. E. Morrison from
Captain Morrithe local company.
'
son's resignation has been accepted
with regret.
Announcement hns also been made
that between May 1 and, 7 there will
be a gallery competiton to be fired
Inby all the companies of the First
held
be
will
This
competition
fantry.
in the armories of the state. Doubtless the local company will compete
in this meet
The shooting in this competition
is to b e done with gallery practice
ofrifles, caliber .22, model 1903. All
ficers and enlisted men of the First
infantry will be allowed to compete in
the shoot, and according to the Instructions issued, the competition
should be interesting.
ofA manual for
of
the
Infantry of
ficers and privates
the organized militia of the United
States has been published, and copies
have been mailed from the adjutant
general's office to all Interested. This
manual is invaluable to the citizen
soldiers and contains information in
regard to the marching and camping
of companies.
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Our New
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com-

ALTERA--

$35.00 Spring Suits 29.00

Idea In View we are going to make this space Just as

This is a grouping of the $32.50 and $35.00 Spring Suits
specially priced for thl3 sale. "Wooltex" and "Printzess" included. All colors, fabrics, and styles at this price.

Interesting as the news col.
umns, more so, In fact, because of the money saving
values listed here the Important style news, etc. We want
our advertisement to be the
first thing you read when you
get your paper and we are
going to make it worth your
while. Watch the announcements dally.,

25.00 Spring Coats 19.50
This lot includes all the new coats we sell regularly at
and $25.00. Some of these coats were not received
until this week. Balmacaans, Sporting Coats, any style or
color you could wish in a spring coat.
$22.50

12.50 Dress Patterns 9.75
5 pard pattern of silk crepe and novelty weaves. These
sell regularly at $12.50 a pattern, but we have too many of
them on hand. Nearly all colors.

1.2S Waists 98c.

3.00 Silk Petticoats 2.25

Anything in our large stock of
waists

Beautiful Silk Petticoats, of messaline and taffeta
pleated cut to conform to the narrow skirt. Nearly
all colors left in this lot.

they've all been grouped

in this lot crepes, lawns, and

2.73 White Waists 2.19

There's an unusually

dimities.

large assortment of patterns.

A special grouping of all $2.50 and $2.75 Novelty White
Waists in this lot. You'll find any material or style you
want in this lot.

Easter Sale Price 98c
Copyright V)U 1 he H. Black Co.

Unusual Bargains for Saturday's Selling.

Silk Dresses 10
Discount
'

Your

unrestricted

choice

Gilt Edge Shoe Polish 15c

10c Talcum Powder 3c

o

our line of beautiful Silk Dresses

Here's a good JVra for this Saturday! Sale

.in

know the brand

'

taffetas, messalines ani
crepes, in all the approved styles

Saturday Special,

Imperial Talcum Powder

j..

you

This item will bring many visitors to our shoe department

3c

price is

Arbor Series Toilet Soap 13c

and colors.

Easter Sale Price 10fo

3

Discount

cakes

in!

a

box, assorted odors

rose,

heliotrope,

!

5,00 Crosset Shoe 3.75 pair.
We carry a full
line of these 6hoes
famous for their
style, confort and
durability. All leathers represented In
both oxfords and
shoes. Here's an
unusual opportunity
for men
.Saturday Only $3.75
.
a Pair

Serpentine Crepe 14c yard

plain colors.

13c.

Special, box

15c.

Quite an assortment of these some beautiful

,li!ac, etc. .Saturday

Saturday Special

.

The dangerous and difficult situation
from this point to Judith's terrible
triumph and the defeat of the Invading
Assyrians is pictured without loss of
force or charm by extreme delicacy of
treatment. Beauty' is constantly asserted by almost reckless prodigality
in the matter of costume, and by the
appeal of delightful acting. The fe
minine sweetness and shyness of the
lovely Judith are intesified by her advances and retreats in measuring her
sex attractions against this formidable
power. She is weakened at the critical moment by a sudden flame of pas
sion and compassion aroused in her
returns at a
breast, but
thought of all that is at stake, the
safety and happiness of thousands of
her people, and she dares ,be all and
do all that revolts her finer nature
from a deep hatred of injustice and
wrong meted out to her peace-lovinkindred and friends, from a noble de
sire to preserve her country and the
destinies of her race.

generally difficult to bake with
economy ana success
you 11
find one heaping teaspoonfal of

iEALTH CLUB
more efficient, purer and easier
to use than any other Baking
Power obtainable at any price.
Cent

on

uCi,.
... t

THE KANSAS SENATORSHIP
Topeka, Kas., April 3. The political season has opened early ia Kansas and gives evidence of continuing
,

FOEGIILES
Now Is the Time to Get Rid of These
Ugly Spots
There's no longer the slightest need
of feeling ashamed of your freckles.

as the prescription othlne double
strength is guaranteed to remove
these homely spots.
Simply get an ounce of othine
double strength from any druggist
and apply a little of it night and
morning and you will soon see that
even the worst freckles have begun
to disappear, while the lighter ones
have vanished entirely.
is seldom
that more than an ounce is needed
to completely clear the skin and gain
a beautiful clear complexion.
Chamberlain's Tablets for Constipation
Be sure tp ask for the double
Kor constipation. ChambprlMn'a T,h
liets are excelelnt. Easy to take, mild strength othine as this is sold under
ana gentle in effect. Give them a trial guarantee of money back if it fails
For sale by all dealera.Adv.
to remove freckles.
Adv.
self-contr-

g

,1

all

also

14c.

35c Aprons 21c.

inches wide with deep embroidery patterns. We always sell these at 65c and 75c
a yard they're a great value this early in the
spring.

Made of Amoskeag Gingham. Two styles
of these. One is plain band apron, the other
is made with a wide circular flounce and two
pockets. All are nlcelyfinished a good value

44

SATURDAY SPECIAL 44c per yard

at

SATURDAY

35c,

SPECIAL,

21c.

k

15c Turkish Towels 10c.

25c Box Stationery 15c

Here's an Item every housewife wants to
of 20 Inch wide, 36 inch
long, heavy

A very good linen paper with envelopes to
match. All in a very pretty box. Nice for pres
ents and a good value at 25c.

take advantage

SPECIAL

10c EACH

SATURDAY SPECIAL

BOX 15e

S3M

4

.iV.t'vT! fffyy
$$

patterns

75c Voile Flouncing 44c.

SATURDAY

Or anything else that is

oii-o-

floral

... ,

...

tf

the rpgular

Saturday Special

25c.
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people,

Our aster Sale will Continue
All Next Week.

Ad-

Policy.

"better-death-tha-

promptly

1862

Hereafter we will change
our ads, daily. We have given
this question some serious
thought, and believe that
there is no more reason for
running the 6ame ad. two
days in succession than there
would be In running a news
item two or three days. With

makes the high crisis more acute, and
sets at defiance the
escaping" both
riiahnnnr" ulatitude.
combina
through that
woman,
great
physical beau
tion in a
She
intelligence.
to
lofty
ty joined
constant
pe
of
a
enters upon relation,
ril onlv delicate treatment eaves the
situation at times abandons her na
tive purity of conduct and dares her
own undoing, yet the notme ena jusu
fies the dangerous means and she
emerges idealized by her people, an
anotheosis of splendid womanhood.
Bethulia is a fortified town oi ju
dea, guarding a hill pasa through
which an invading Assyrian army
must march in order to enter Judea,
In the town lives Judith, a devout
vounn woman of lofty character and
remarkable beauty, when the place is
stormed by Holofernes at the head of
large army. The fighting before tne
gate brings into action an enormous
number of soldiers on both sines, ana
those engines of war, such as the batram and catapult, which were
"JUDITH OF BETHULIA" tering
used by the fighting male of other
days under close conditions of furious
AT BROWNE TONIGHT combat. One desperate assault after
another is repelled, scaling ladders are
showered upon the invaders, and the
OF
STORY
wonder is that they keep at it. The
FOUR- REEL FEATURE
reason ia that Holofernes has a way
INTERESTING EVENTS IN A
WOMAN'S LIFE
of torturing and killing unsuccessful
captains. An officer had better die
four-reel
Bio
in the think of battle than return with
"Judith of Bethulia,' a
at
shown
will
be
a confession of defeat, Holofernes is
graph feature picture,
the Browne theater tonight only. Fol- as merciless as nature to all who fail.
The great leader's brutality to his
lowing is a review of the picture by
Louts Reeves Harr'son In the Moving captains when they do not succeed in
Picture World:
carrying the fortress by storm IndiA fascinating work of high arti&try, cates what the Inhabitants of Bethulia
"Judith of Bethulia," will not only may expect in the event of capture
rank a3 an achievement in this coun- and serves to intensify the clash of
to
try, but will make foreign producers character later on it adds peril
eit up and take notice. It has a Bignal the undertaking of Judith when she
and imperative message, and the resolves to sacrifice herself for her
technique displayed throughout an in- people. Holofernes, after making a
finity of detail, embracing even the horrible example of defeated captains
delicate film tinting and toning, ,by frightful torture, resorts to stra
marks an encouraging step in the de tegy. His soldiers have seized the
velopment of the new art. Ancient in nells from which the inhabitants of
story, and settings, it ia modern in Bethulia obtained their water supply
tacpenetrative interpretation it is a and their leader adopts waiting
vivid history of one phase of the time tics, diverting himself with dancing
it concerns, and Is redemptive as well girls to break the tedium. Bethulia
as revelatlve, a lesson from one of is on the verge of famine, and the
those vital struggles that made and besieged are almost ready to surrenunmade nations as well as individuals, der the fortress and all Judea to the
yet it is not without that inspiring in- spoilers, when Judith goes forth in
to her finest raiment, accompanied only
fluence that appeals powerfully
human sense of justice.
by her maid, enters the Assyrian camp
The entire vigorous action of the and obtains an Interview with the merplay worka up to the personal sacrifice ciless Holofernes. Against his formiof Judith of Bethulia, a perilous dable strength, his brutal ferocity and
power, aje
chance she takes for' the sake of the cunning, his albsolute
lives and happiness of her people. She matched her fascinating personality
dares expose herself to overwhelming directed toy intelligence and hidden
humiliation and dishonor in a chal- purpose. She is willing to carry "her
lenge of beauty to strength, struggles fault on her shoulders like a coronathrough a conversion of sentiment that tion mantle."

orders

filled by careful painstaking

'
Established

vertising

Drug company.

mail

1

i

.

with Increased interest until the elec
Last month the
tion in November.
democrats met in state conference
here to discuss the welfare of the
party and adopt a tentative platform.
Today the leaders of the progressive
party met in Wichita for the same
purpose. The progressives will find
some difficulty in building a platform
since all of their principal planks
have been appropriated by the democrats, who have declared in favor of
government ownership, the minimum
wage law mothers' pensions, and the
initiative, referendum and recall.
In the campaign, about to open the
chief interest will center in the contest for the United States senatorship.
It promises 'to he a real "hoss race,"
with seven entries in the field and
more expected before the lists close.
Senator Joseph L. Bristow, whose
successor is to be elected, Is a candt
date, for the republican nomination to succeed himself. As opponents in the contest for the
G. O. P. indorsement Senator Bristow
Senator Charles
will have former"
Curtis and Major A M. Harvey, not
to mention Mrs. Minnie Johnson Grin-stawho already has entered upon
'

an active campaign. Congressman
Victor Murdock will be unopposed for
the progressive nomination. There
will be a scramble for the democratic
nomination, among the most prominent of those already In the field being" Congressman George A. Neeley
and Judge Itank Doster of. the state
v ,.
supreme court.
The Forty Year Test
article must have exceptional
merit to survive for a nfrlnd
rw.wivl. 1U1
years. Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
was nrsi onerea to the public in 1872,
From a small beginning it has grown
In favor and DODUlantv until it
attained a world wide reputation. You
wm nna notning better, for a
cough or
cold. Try it and von win
why it is a favorite after a period of
more man rorty years. It not only
?lves relief it Ctirpfl
aula hv oil
An

J

dealers.

two days, promises to attract more
than ordinary attention because of the
fact that the Mexican situation and
the present status of the Monroe doctrine are scheduled as the principal
topics of discussion.
Among the persons of prominence'
who are on the program for papers or
addresses are Congressman James L'.
Slayden of Texas, Rear Admiral Richard Wainwright, U. S. N., Rear Admiral P. E. Chadwick, 'J. g. N. Professor L. S. Rcwe of the University
of Pennsylvania, Dr. Albert Eushnell
I'art of Harvard University, Professor B. C. Stoweli of Columbia
A. Maurice Low of V.'ashinpr-on- ,
D. C, .'nd W. Morgan Sinister,
former financ'al adviser 'o the Persian
government
y,

Adv.

Confer on Mexican situation

Philadelphia, Pa.. April 3. Scien
tists, public officials, army and navy
officers and leaders in the world of
Industry and finance gathered here in
force today for the opening of the an
nual conference of the American Academy of Political and Social Science.
The conference, which will 'continue

Avoid Stuffy, Wheezy Breathing
Take Foley's Honey and Tar Compound for an Inflamed and congested
condition of the air passages and bronchial tubes. A cold develops quickly
if not checked and bronchitis, lagrippo
and pneumonia are dangerous possibil-Ities- .
Harsh racking coughs weaken the
system, but Foley's Honey and Tar is
safe, pure and certain in results. Con
tains no opiates, o. G. Sctiaefer and
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
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Baking Help 3

PERSONALS
W. H. Hahn of Denver was

Learn to Resolute the Heat of
Your Oven

a

By Mrs. Janet McKenzie Hill, Editor oj
the Boston Cooking School Magazine

busi-

ness visitor in Las Vegas today.
J. B. Cook and H. L. Haskell of Itinera were business visitors here today.
Don L. Sterling of El Paso, Tex.,
arrived last night for a short business

There is just one way to make
your cakes rise high and keep an
even surface. Have your oven
moderate at first, until the cake is
fully rizen; then increase the heat,
so as to brown it over quickly.
Extreme heat stiffens the dough.
If you stiffen the outside of the
cake before the rising is complete,
you stop the rising process. Then
the leavening gas, forming inside,
will bulge ' up" the center, where
the dough is still soft, and spoil
the shape of the cake.
S3

visit

George King, of Folsom, N. M., came

in last night for a short business visit
'
in this city.
Rlcahrd Dunn of Gascon came in
last night and will' be a business vis
itor here for the next few days.
P. L. Dawson of Trinidad, Colo.,
came in yesterday evening and will be
a business visitor here for a short
time.
J. C. Leonard," representative for the
Endlcott Shoe company of Chicago,
was a business visitor in Las Vegas
today.
Arthur Johnson of Hope, is a busl-- :
nesa visitor In Las Vogas. Mr. Johnson is a well known business man of
Clarence Leonard returned to his
home at Sands today after having visited friends her for the past sevI
eral days.
J. E. Hannon of Albuquerque arrlv-e- l
In the city last night and will be
a business visitor in this city for the
next few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Franklin of
Towa City, la., arrived In Laa Vegas
last night and will be visitors here
for a short time.
Clarence Iden of the firm of Gross,
Kelly and Company, left last night for
Chicago, where he will be for a short
time on business.
W. W. Strong, connected with the
Strong Brothers firm of Albuquerque,
came In this afternoon for a short
business "Jisit in this city.
Mr. and Mrs. G. L. Swearngen and
two daughters arrived in the city this
afternoon from Raton for an extended
visit with relatives and friends.
Mr. and Mrs. C. Y. Mackey of Racine, Wis., are in Laa Vegas and will
remain here for some time visiting
friends. They arrived yesterday.
Mrs. E. S. Scott and son, Edward,
of Los Angeles, Calif., left today for
Amarillo, Tex., where Mrs. Scott will
visit her mother, Mrs. De Witt, for
orae time. Mrs. Scott is a daughter-in-laof Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Scott of
this city, and lias been their guest for
the past several days.
!?
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will be brim full 'bMiealth builders if the foods it"' 'i
1
carries are made with

a

(S'uiiIliiii

"used in all cookery.

The children will adore the cook who makes this:
FAIRY GINGERBREAD
3
cup Cottolene; 2
cups sugar;
cup sweet milk; 3 eggs; 1 teaspoon soda; 1 tablespoon ginger;
7 cups flour (or enough to mix as stiff as can be rolled).
Cream Cottolene and sugar, add beaten eggs, soda dissolved in sweet milk and ginger. Add flour (as much as
can be stirred in). Roll to about
inch thickness, in a sheet to cover bottom of a large, low baking-paor springerle stamps, sprinkle with sugar and bake to a very delicate brown, Cut apart
score with fancy rolling-pi- n
and remove quickly by passing knife underneath and stand on edge in a pan to cool.
COTTOLENE

1- -2

r

75

,

M
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TAKES THE CITY
TORREON

OF

(Continued

From Page One.)
--

i

i in the very heart
Zacatecas, whi-elof the republic. We also have telegraphic communication as) far south
as the territory oil Tepie, and I re
ceive daily' reports from our advance
guarda Itl the vicinity of San Luis
Potosl. On1ii east I am daily com
municating; with the forces within a
few miles of Tampico and in the
neighborhood of Saltillo and Mon
terey."
Working on Bentorr'Case
Asked when a, report on the Benton
casg might be expected the chief of
the revolution replied that the com
mission appointed by himself to investigate has not finished its labors
and cannot do so for eeveral days.
The Inquiry was postponed because Jt
was necessary that Dr. Lara, one of
the commissioners who is a surgeon,
should be at Chihuahua to assist In
caring for the wounded. Some work
has been going forward, however, for
we are going into every detail of
Benton's life.
Congratulates Villa
General Carrahza received congratulatory telegrams from all parts of
the United States and Europe. His
own message to General Villa follows:
"I have received the message In
which you communicate to me the
capture of Torreon, from where the
remnant of the defeated federal garrison left under cover of darkness.
"I heartily congratulate you and
your officers and soldiers for your
persistent courage in the 11 days of
battle which brought as a result the
capture of this great federal stronghold. I lament deeply tne loss of so
many of our valient comrades. This
brilliant triumph brings nearer the
definite accomplishment of our cause,
with which we will erase the stigma
that the army of traitors and assas
sins has cast upon the honor of our
country."

:''

ns

; ni Federals Claim Victory
Washington, April 3. The Mexican
embassy here today still claimed vic
tory for the federal forces at Torreon.
Charge Algara today gave out this
statement:
"An official dispatch signed by the
secretary of foreign affairs, Senor
Lopez Portillo y Rojas, has just been
received at the embassy, giving an
account of the crushing defeat of the
rebel forces under Villa at Torreon.
General Maas, who left Saltillo several
days ago with large reinforcements,
has arrived at Torreon. General De
Moure's column has reached San
Pedro de las Colon ,a; where a decislve defeat was administered to the
rebels sent out to oppose his advance.
The government has also succeeded
In raisinga loan of over 50,000,000
pesos, whicSbt will materially assist It
In its tireless! sfforts towards pacifi-

cation.'!.!
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capital was ignorant today of the fail
of Torreon. None of the' newspapers
contained any intimation of the fed
...
,
eral defeat.
j.
On - the contrary, all gave assurances that General. Javier De Moure
baft, . won a great victory over tne
rebels close ta Torreon, while the
rebels were trying to prevent him
and his reinforcing army from effecting a juncture with General Velasco,
the federal commander at Torreon.
.General Velasco Is alleged by the
newspapers to have repulsed General
Villa's rebel army, which, It is said,
"nas retired Indefinitely and is atIn Jiminez."
tempting to
The capture of Torreon from the
federals by the General Francisco Villa and his constitutionalist forces was
officially reported to the state department late today by George C. Caroth-ers- ,
special consular agent, who accompanied Villa to' Torreon. He said
e wonl
forward 'details later.
Bfanquet Denies Defeat
Blanquet today denied to
the Associated Press that there was
any truth in the report of the fall of
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Order a pail of Cottolene and just try these crisp wafers. Use Cottolene in
less than you would of butter or lard,
all cooking, always using one-thir- d
eroes
Also send to us for the valuable FREE
farther.
Cottolene
because
really
Do
it
HELPS.
HOW.
HOME
Cook Book,

THEN.K.

J
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LAST

Torreon. As late as noon no paper in the seruities of these roads. Rock
had published the news and it was Island stocks and collateral bonds
doubtful whether a dozen persons in made new low records. Wabash fours,
the federal capital, .were aware of atfer rising to, 58, as compared wltb
'
the facts.. '
51,.
at the .close of the last week, fell
"Not only does General Velasco back 3 points. State, municipal and
continue to hold Torreon," said Gen- the most conservative railroads bonds
eral Blanquet, "but the rebels have showed improvement, .onds were irstopped their attack. I do not pre- regular.
,.,
sume to say that they will not return
Selling orders did; not follow prices
to the attack, "for probably they will down and the market In the main was.
do so.
steadier in the afternoon. Declines
"At present the rebels are holding in copper metal quotations
abroad
positions in the north of Torreon, were largely reported for the speculaThey are between General De Moure, tive selling of the local copper group.
who ia at San, Pedro, and Torreon.1
The market closed weak. Stocks
In good were
General t)e Moure's force-Iliberally supplied as the session,
shape. It has been reinforced by ended, short selling being more active
General Joaquin Maas, and I expect than, at
any other period. Canadian
it to be further Strengthened today by Pacific lost 2 and the customary leadGeneral Carlos Garcia Hidalgo."
ers a point
While there is a large element of
The last sales were:
the population of the federal capital
70
Amalgamated Copper
who are believed to sympathize secret
100&
Sugar ...
ly with the revolution and who would Reading
.165?!'
hail 'with delight news of rebel suc- Southern Pacific
.....159
cess, they are kept In doubt regard- United States Steel
63
ing events in the north. There Is a United States Steel, pfd
110&
strict censorship here and also on
all private wire "Communications, ToCHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
day being a church holiday, the nareports
April
Chkago,
tives devoted themselves to a cele- of the presence of green bugs in soma
bration In honor of Santa Anita. The fields iriOklahoma
brought about a
government offices were closed as further'advance today In wheat Openwell as many business houses. Yesing prices varied a shade off to
terday was a government holiday M cent up, with a subsequent rise fill
and the war office was closed ail day.
around. The close was weak at the
General Blanquet, minister of war, same as
last night to VaV cent
said late last nigh tnat no official
lower.
.; .,
report had reached him, although reLightness of pit offerings made corn
liable advices had been received that
firm. The market opened unchanged
Torreon was safe from catiture. He to
cent, higher and after a light realso said that the federal forces unshowed a moderate rally. Tho
action
der General De Moure had defeated
as
close was unsettled,' at the. same
'
the rebels who were trying to check last
cent higher.
to
night
the advance toward Torreon, that the
although, dull, developed
rebels had been driven back to Sac 'Oats, with
other: grain. 7 ,!
strength;
ramento, west of San Pedro, and that
First sales of provisions ranged
the federals were pursuing and killing
last night's level to five cents
from
.
many of them. '
with later transactions 'mainhigher,
' General
Blanquet added! that the
the upturn.
troops; under General Joaquin,, which taining
sales were as follows:
The
closing
feft Saltillo 6n Tuesday, had arrived
July 87.
Wheat, May
at San Pedro, 1,800 strong.
Corn, May 68; July 68.
Oats, May 38; July 39.
R H. Sothern says next season will Pork,
May $20.85; July $20.87.
on
the
be his last
stage.
Lard, May $10.52; July $10.72.
Ribs, May $11.15; Juply $11.32.
The Canadian government Is using
Indian fire patrolmen to protect the
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
forests of northern Manitoba.
Kansas City, April 3. Hogs, receipts
3,000.. Market steady. Bulk $8.55
The various unions affiliated with 8.70; heavy $8.658.75; packers and
the San Francisco Building Trades butchers $8.608.70; lights $8.40
council are donating their services in 8.65; pigs $7.508.25.
the construction of a home for the
Cattle, receipts 400. Market steady.
blind.
Prime fed steers $8.609.50; dressed
steers
beef
$7. 40 8. 40; western
world's
steers
the
one
of
$78.60; southern steers $68;
Petaluma, Cat.,
heifers $8.75
largest poultry centers, has an egg cows $4.507.550;
8,75; stackers and feeders $8,455:?
candlers' union.
7.85; bulla $5.507; calves $6.50l(kSheep, receipts 4,000. Market strong.
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Lambs
the
$6.858.25; yearlings $67.50;
3.
Without
New York, April
80; ewes $5.256.25.
wethers
$5.
the
of
shorts,
prices
buying by
support
ad-- ;
fell away and much of yesterday's
size
vance waa cancelled in the morning. LOST new red automobile tube,
B.
O.
to
B.,
return
Finder
32x3.
Demand was feeble and pressure from
Postofflce.
insources
gradually
professional
creased.
Two room house ana
Progress of reorganization plans for FOR RENT
four room house, furnished. Phono
Rock! Island and Wabash was reflect
Main 351.
ed in the wide and variable changes

JiiskArriv
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Villa Reported Defeated
Mexico City, April 13. The federal

Pastries, doughnuts and all foods are far more digestible when made with Cottolens
Physicians and expert dieticians have passed the verdict of science in favor of this
and should be
clean,
product Cpttolene is pure and wholesome
,
,

VILLA

n

..

a TRUST CO.

PEOPLES BANK

The Rosenthal

Iter
v.'tl

We pay 2 per cent .on Checking Accounts; 4 per cent on Savings Accounts.

All goods delivered free to all
parts of our Twin Cities,

Opposite

IS IT?

WHAT

fr

LAMPS
$ .30

the1 schools.
Mrs. Vera Rathburn

---

"I worked hard yesterday and earned a dollar,-- ; I might have spent it in a minute, but 1 did not
The dollar is my yesterday.
I may epend it and start tomorrow bankrupt. I may nave it, and tomor-no- t
work at all, because my yesterday's dollar w11 Xay
the service of another who, may do the'
jwork better than myself.,'' A dollar la really a part of a man's life and as he guards his health to take.
care of the future, bo should he guard his dollars to secure the full service of the past

WESTINGHOUSE

'

Llilinmnrrnimll

A DOLLAR

'

!

is

'

V

FIVE

New Reduced

nt

w

it

1914.'

of Santa Fe
NoTS Biscuits or other pastrie9
left last night for Chicago where she
made from stiff dough, that are cut into
will remain for some time. Mrs. Rath-bur- n
shapes for the oven, bake in a hot oven.
was a visitor with friends in Las I
This is because the cut surfaces of the
LABOR WORLD NOTES.
ardough do not sear over, but rather Vegas for a short time yesterday,
I
leave the pores open, allowing the riving here yesterday afternoon.
leavening gas to escape and the heat to
Trultt and
Mrs. George
and
Mr.
penetrate readily. Small ovens cool
of Albuquerque ar
quickly; therefore they shouldbe made Jack Quackenbush
Eight hundred coffin makers in New
several degrees hotter than a larger rived In Las Vegas this morning in York have formed a union.
oven, and the less the door is opened
a Ford automobile and spent the largThe state free employment bureau
the better. Do not attempt to bake
er part of the day here. They are on in Worcester, Mass., has filled 1,171
bread and pastry together. Bread re(heir way to Chicago in their auto- positions, representing 90 kinds of emquires prolonged, moderate baking
mobile.
pastry the reverse.
ployment, in the six montns since Its
Mrs. C. R. Lodge of Pueblo, Colo., establishment.
Have a strong1 nnderheat for baking
arrived In Las Vegas yesterday and
powder preparations, especially pastry.
The Belgian chamber of deputies has
will visit here for a short time with
These are only a" few of the many
passed a bill granting a pension of
her son, Charles fLodge. Mr. Lodge 360 francs a year for miners 55 years
baking helps found in the K C Cook's
underwent an operation at the Santa of
Book- - a copy of which may be secured
age, who have worked 44 years or
Fe hospital this week and Is now ra more in a mine.
by sending the colored certificate taken
pidly recovering.
from a
can of K C Baking PowIt has been decided to postpone the
William MoHenry, chief postofflce
der to the jAguES Mfg. Co., Chicago.
of a provincial federation
oranizatlQn
tnr this division of the Uni
UaboV juKo'va Scotia until after
of
Max Nordhaas, a member of the ted Stated returned to his headquart the meeting of the trades and labor
been
Charles' Ilfeld company, arrived In Las ers in Denver today after having
fall.
for congress next
Las
in
visitor
Vegas
a
business
Vegas last night from his home in
The industrial accident insurance
two days. He was accomAlbuquerque, and will be a business the past
of California has published
commission
visitor in this city tor the next few panied to this city by B. F. Kennedy, a decision that it is illegal to reduce
Tucumcari.
a postofflce inspector of
days.
home wages to meet the cost pf.insuran,ce
P. M. Lyon, representative for a Mr. Kennedy returned to his
against the compensation risk of emwell known, firm manufacturing toilet also.
ploye!.
preparations: and perfumes, left this
If the report of the legislative pen
afternoon for Raton, after having been
commission is enacted Into law,
sion
"TOM GREEN" HANGED
a business ..visitor here for the past
"Thom3.
employe of state, county, city
every
San
Calif.;
April
Quentln,
few das'. Mr. Lyon formerly resided
as Green" was hanged here today for or town in Massachusetts will con
here.
5
cent of his salary toward
John Brunton, son of Captain W. B. the murder In January of William A. tribute per
a pension fund.
Brunton of Shoemaker, arrived in Las Bowles, cashier of the Palo Verde
Green
Congressman McGillicuddy of Main
Vegas last night from San Francisco, bank, at Blyt.he, California.
Introduced a bill in the house of
namewhich
has
true
man's
was
a
not
the
for
Las
will
in
remain
Vegas
and
short time on business. Mr. Brunton he obstinately refused to give. He representatives, which provides for the
The payment of compensation to disabled
left this city last year for Nevada had a partner, both cowboys,
and since has been located in differ- two tried to hold up the bank and civilian employes of the government.
ent states. He is residing in San Fran- ride off. The cashier bolted from a The measure proposes a pension for
cisco. Mr. Brunton brought news that rear door of the bank and Green shot life for total disability resulting from
he is the father of a boy, born about him as( he ran. He exonerated his an accident while in the performance
of duty.
partner from any part in the murder.
three months ago.

Hope'.

'Vifr

Fritz Miller, R. P. Ervien, commissioner of public lands, ana George Er- vlen, all of Santa Fe, arrived in the
city last night for a short stay here.
Mrs. Pike Havens of Trinidad returned to her home this afternoon.
Mrs. Havens has been visiting friends
and relatives in this city for the past
several weeks.
W. E. Hoget, secretary to Superintendent F. L. Myers of the New Mexico
division of the Santa Fe railway, left
this afternoon for Chicago, where he
will be for the next week on a short
'""""
visit.
Miss Chell Crozler, for the past several months Instructor of muslo and
art in the city schools; left last night
for her home in Lamar, Colo. .Miss
Crozier has resigned her position in

3,
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crnn

THE; GOLDEN RULE
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so
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LESS

MUSLIN UNDEEWEAE
Corset Covers
Muslin Qowiis.'

'.

....

,.w.'.49c.

v..

White Underskirts v.'.
Princess Slips
Combination Suits
Children's Drawers up from...
Ladles' Black Satteen Underskirts....

VEEDE

BLCCIi

39a, 23c, 3 IV.
63c. 43c

9 Sj,

9

7VT

,,..98c,

79c, 69e.

lit;;.

SSc. 79i;.

98e. 73c. 69c
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ALABAMA FIGHT NEARS END
.Birmingham, Ala., April. 4. The 12

months'

&e

campaign wf Representative
Oscar W. Underwood and Representative Richmond P. Hobson for the
United StateB senatorship will end tomorrow with political rallies in every
nook and corner of Alabama.
The
contest will be decided In the democratic primaries Monday, when candidates will' be named also for representatives In congress, governor and
other state officials, members of the
legislature and county officials.
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RATES

TOR CLASSIFIED

HALL'S

CATARRH

OPTIC

NUMBER,

MAIN

E

Wanted

J
The

0

iaD

&ai&

CURB,
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.

t:

Arrive

1...

s...

.

7...

.

I...

.

Embankment West end of bridge,
300 feet long; top width 20
feet; side
slopes to ba natural. The grade of
the above fills to be on a straight line
from. the Railroad fill to the floor of
the bridge.
On both of said fills to be spread
a top dressing over their entire
lengths, and for their full top widths,
to consist of cinders evenly spread to
a depth of not more than 1 foot, nor
less than six inches
The composition of the above fills
to be 50 per cent earth and 50 per
cent gravel from the river bed, and
all work and materials are to be fur
nished by the successful bidder.
The above approaches and fills are
to be made in accordance with speci
fications now on file In the office of
the undersigned County Clerk, where
they may be examined by all bidders.
All bids must be accompanied by
a certified check la the sum of Fifty

--

1

fourth

OF

COLUMBUS.

street

LOST On

FLOUR realh is.
Made by GERMAN PROCESS

Plaza, automobile lack.
Drug Store
and receive reward.

ATTOKNET8

23

J
V)

imLi
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so
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ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON -- IT S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' A A
STANDARD

-

SILVER
I'

m

I FRENCH.

I

v7

COUN

REY (STER
LING) FiNi&H

EMPRESS
can be ob
9

tained in thii city from

ALL GROCERS
...... .......

or Mora, Each Qslvsry
to 2,000 lbs., Each' Dsllv.ry
to 1,000 Iba, Each Dallvsry
to 200 Iba., Each Dlivsry
Less than 60 Iba, Each Call vary .

2,000 lbs.,
1,000 lbs.,
200 lbs.,
60 lbs,

Return to Red Cross

A

a present for clo-- I
ing something
you 'd do any
way when you
learn how Much
Better EMPRESS

"RETAIL PRICES

Lost

I?

Spcon
if you use

FLOU- R-

r

KNIGHTS

1

empress;

CIL NO. 604. Meet
FOR RENT Two nice rooms for Iteht.
second and
housekeeping, modern. 814 Nation onrth Thursday in O. R, C. hall.
Pioneer building.
aL Phone Olive 5501.
Visiting members
are cordially Invited. Richard Devlne,
FOR RENT Furnished rooms for G. K.; Frank Angel, P. S.
210
light
housekeeping.
Ninth

.,0 COPAQj
.........

p. m

XvSiiver

ing and hunting; ideal for health
and pleasure seekers. S. L. Barker, each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
Sonsul; Q. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
Beulah, New Mexico.
Local Deputy.
Montague,
Ylsltlns
FOR RENT Comfortable furnished members are especially welcoae and
rooms, reasonable terms.
Mrs cordially Invited.
Noyes, 711 Sixth street

JONES-BOWEH-

i

p. m

a

9.
a. B
9. n.
1. m

This elegant Rogers'

L. O. O. MOOSE

"

MONUMENT
Albuquerque, N. M.
215 E. Central
TDNRff

WW

BOWTCRS

Profesionat Health Culture for Ladles
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
General Massage, Hair and Scalp
Treatment, Facial Massage, Mank
cure, Chiropody.
Steam Laundry Building
Phone Vegas 128
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. bi.
SuDBCrtne for The Optic.

..ilo

par

1f

ISM

AGUA PURA COMPANY

Harvesters, Storera, and Distributors of Natiral lea, Us Fartto
Lasting Qualities ! Whih Have Made Laa Yegaa famous.
OFFICE

701 DOUGLAt

AVENUE

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Findei

au,ai.l.1,-m.-,,-

ad,

Classltletf

CO

Years Practical Experience.

Me par Iff 'As,
25c par 1st I&a.
SOo per 18t Iks.
4o par 181 Iba.

......

,

I )

1:35
6:40
4:30
7:00

For YOU!

For tScnt

Dentist
Dental work of any description at
Only One "BROMO QUININE"
moderate prices
That is LAXATIVE BROMO QUININE. Room 1, Center Block. Office Phone
Look for the signature of E.
W,
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 413
GROVE. Cures a cold In one day.
East Las Yegaa. New Mexico
Cures grip in two days. 25s. Adv.

PEONS MAIN 2

Depart

,

p. m
a. m

1:10
6:35
4:20
6:35

'

HUNKER & HUNKER
State of New Mexico.
By Order of the Board of George A. Hunaer. Chester A. Hinke
Commissioners of
County
Attorneye-at-LaSEAL
the County of San Miguel Las Vegas,
New Mexl
LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk.
Done at Las Vegas, New Mexico,
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
March 25th, A. D. 1914.

'

10...

a

....

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet In the Forest of Brotherlj
Embankment East end of bridge, FOR RENT Rooms and houses, fine
Love at Woodmen of the World hall
210 feet long; width on
top 20 feet,
sceneay, sparkling water, good fishon the second and fourth Mondays ol
side slopes natural.;
A. D. 1914,

($50.00) Dollars.

,,.,--

4...
8...

Meets second ani
Thursday evening eacb
FOR SALE Bourboon Red Turkey month at W. O. V). hall. Visiting
brothers
eggs, 30 cents each;
the stay at Davis, cordially invited. Howard T
Dictator; p. A. Lim SecreUry
home kind. Phone Purple 6623.
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO.
Mrs. Charles Lewis.
64t
I. O. of B. B. Meets
every first Tues
FOR SALE 1,200 pound horse, per day of the month In the vestry room
fectly sound and true; works any uf Temple Montefiore at t o'clock
where. George A. Fleming, Main 40, m. Visiting brothers are cordially in
vited. Isaac Appel. President: Chrlt
Greenclay, Secretary.

CALLS FOR BIDS

15he

fi.

,

BUFF ROCK baby chicks, $12.00
Money must accompany order. Will
first and third Mondays of each
treat you right. Mrs. Maggie E month at 8 p. m.
Visiting Knights aad
Stevens, Humboldt, Kan.
Ladies always welcome. O. L. Flers-man- ,
President; A. D. Tillman, Finan
FOR SALE OR RENT Fine alfaiia cier; Mrs. A. V.
Morrow, Local Deputy,
farm in the Mora valley. For parti 008 Jackson
avenue; Z. W. Montague,
culars address the Investment and Assistant
Deputy, 1011 Sixth street
.icncy corporation. Phone Main 40. East Las Vegas, N. M.
100

Sealed bids for the construction of
the following approaches and earth
fills at the County Bridge over the
Gailinas River ' at the foot of Independence Avenue and Prince Street,
City of Las Vegas, iwthin San Miguel
County, New Mexico, will be received
at the office of the County Clerk of
said County, at the Court House in
Las Vegas, New Mexico, up to 12
o'clock noon of Saturday, April 18th,

Rightly

o
O
o

East Bound
Arrive
Depar?
7:20 p. ra..... 7:45 p.
.11:54 p. ra.
11 :69 p. n
. 2:25 a. m
'2:30 a. a.
. 1:35 p. m..... 2:00
.
at
West Bound '

KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURITY COUNCIL NO.
2390Meets In
W. O. W.
hall, Sixth street, on the

sena ror testimonials, free.
F. J. CHEXEY & CO- - Toledo, O!
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constiFOR SALE Cheap. Four room house
pation.
and furniture. P. O. Box 548.

It Will Be
Done Quickly and

o
o
o
(Q
o
o
o
o
o
o
0o

1

For

A. W. GLEASON,
Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken internally and acts directly unon tha hlooci
and mucous surfacrs of the system.

"lc

T;

ispeaks

.

n
Q
o
p
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LOCAL TIME C.430

a

man who Cemetery Trustee.
Experienced
English and Spanish for
general merchandise store. Apply B. P. O. ELKS
Meets second and
Hoffman & Graubarth.
fourth Tuesday
evenlcg of each
month Elks' home on Ninth street
and
WANTED TO rent typewriter. Give
name of machine and price. "T," Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
are cordially Invited. Gov. Wm
J
Optic.
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon!
Secretary.
vvjajn

ber, A. D. 1886.

To

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con
vocation first Monday In
7?
4'
each month at Masonic
Temple at 7: SO p. m. p. No.
,
SbNt! A. Rrtnomir, x.
IT t .
9, j. No.'
Blood, Secretary.
No.
No.
I. O. O. F. LAS
VEGAS LODGE NO
4. Meets everr
1
Monday
their hall on Sixth street All
No.
brethren cordlallv lnv 1 vv visiting
.......... No.
nucuu,
J. Friedenstine, N.
G.; A. T. Rogers, No.
. ix.
i. m. Elwood, Secretary; Karl No.
Wertz, Treasurer;
V. Hedgcock.
fe-S&-

FRANK J. CHENB.Y.
Sworn to before me and subscribed
in my presence, this 6th day of Decem-

V.

Treasurer.-.-

Meets first and third
day eveninas each month at Woo
men ball. Visiting brothers cordiai
ly invited to attend,' C. N. Douglat
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secret??

eg-tspslar

BONDS

(Seal)

NS

Meets every Monday nigfet
O. R. C. hall, on
Douglas avenaa a
8 o'clock,
visiting members are
dially welcome J c.. Werti, Pra
dent; j: T. Buhler,. Secretary; G,
F. O. E.

State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
Lucas county,
ss.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he
Is senior partner of tne firm of F. J.
Cheney & Co., doing business in the
City of Toledo, county and State aforesaid, and that said firm will pay the
sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS
for each and every case of Catarrh
that cannot be cured by the use of

1

BROTHERHOOD

102

LAS VEGAS

o

;

CAFf

AND

FRATERNAL

COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
cent per line sach Insertion.
KNIGHTS
TEMPLAR
Estimate tlx ordinary words to a line.
conclare
No ad to occupy less
space than two
day In each mrath at Ma- lines
All advertisements
charged
sonio Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H.
will be booked at space actually set
M. Smith, B. C.: Chas. Tamme. Re-without regard to number of words.
oorder.
Cash In advlnce preferred.

SAN MIGUEL'S PART
Santa Fe, April 3. State Treasurer
O. N. Marron today received $5,561.03
from Superintendent of Insurance
Chaves, $7,801.04 from the treasurer of San Miguel county; $518.65
from the treasurer of McKinley county and $9.75 for the game protection
fund.

Job WorM

LODGE NO. 2, A. F.
A. M. Regular com-

munication first and
m
third Thursday
each month. Visiting
brothers cordially In
vited. Guy M. Cary, W. M., H. S. Van Bally,
Petten, Secretary.

Five

Santa Fe, April 3. Taos county today reported to the 'state department
of education that it has no outstanding
school bonds. County School Superintendent Jose Montaner has just apportioned 40 cents per head under a
school census of 3.99G, mating a total apportioned of $1,598.40.

o
o
o
o
o
o
vJ
o
o

RESTAURANT

HORT ORDERS AND REGULAR Oimwpr
CHJ) BEST GOOD8 OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HAND LEU

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

TOC3T

Santa Pe, April it. Assistant Attorney General Ira O. Grimshaw left this
evening to represent the state at the
hearings before the state corporation
commission at Albuqeurque and Silver
Assistant Attorney General
City.
Harry S., Clancy, who was to have
gone, is confined to his home by an
attack of lumbago.
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BOXERS SAY THEY R.A. KISTLER,OLD

3, 1914.

THREE 'V

MARCH WASADRY

m

ARE READY FUR

EWSPAPERMAR

B OUT

DEAD

VEGAS

WAS FOUNDER OF THE OPTIC
AND ONE OF THE STATE'S
BRILLIANT, WRITERS

PRECIPITATION FELL CONSIDERABLY BELOW THE NORMAL
FIGURE

WOLGAST

AND DURAN

ARE

EX-

PECTED TO PUT UP FAST
MILL

TONIGHT

Everything is in readiness for the
big bout that i to take place tonight
at the Duncan opera house when
Young Duran of this city meets Young
Ad Wolgast of Loa Angeles', Cal.' The
advance ticket sale has been large,
and indications are that the opera
house will he packed with enthusiastic
watchers of the lightweights in action.
Wolgast says that he is in perfect
condition for this fight and is confident of victory. His manager is now
getting in touch with Benny Chavez
and should Wolgast's hopes come true
this evening a match Will be made between the Fighting Mexican and Wolgast.
Duran is in the best condition he
has experienced since his entrance
into the fistic game. For the past
weels he has been through the most
utrenuoua exercise and is toughened
for any bout. He feels confident of
victory, and it is said that his backers are ready with two to one money.
and Benny
Gallegos
Fighting
Chavez, Jr., will entertain the fans as
a curtain raiser. Both boys are bantams and are clever. This bout will
will
go six rounds. The
the
Willie
fighting
Falch,
be between
devil of The Optic, and Battling
Togo, the slugging boxer who was defeated here biy Mike Baca of Santa
Fe some time ago. This bout should
be fast, as Falch is considered clever,
while Togo has a reputation of having a knockout punch.
The officials have not been finally
selected, but will be the best obtainable. The opera house doors will be
open at 7:30 o'clock and the first preliminary will begin at 8:30 o'clock.

'

Give Your

, .- t

etite a
Buy some of Moreys

Solitaire

Efing exhibits for the first National
be
will
which
exposition,
ficiency
opened there tomorrow and continued
exthrough the coming week. The
hibits are intended to show the increasing application of scientific methods to modern conditions, and there
will be assembled displays of appliances, methods and products in the
fields of industrial, mechanical, governmental, educational and household

corpo-

rations in the coutnry will be among
the exhibitors.
Only One "BROMO QUININE"
BROMO QUILAXATIVE
NINE. Look for the signature of E.
W. GROVE. Cures a Cold in One Day,
Cures Grip in Two Days. 25c.

That is

Good-Things-to--

and

serve them at your
table every meal
the whole family will
enjoy them. They
add a zest and relish

--

that relieves the

sameness of everyday food.

'

" The Best the Grocer Can
.

CJI--

Deliver"
Here are a few members of

- ill, Li

the Solitaire Family : Olives.
nchoviesin Oil, Mushrooms,

A

i

4

lJate de Foie Oras, Peanut
Butter, Pimento, Capers,
jellies. Preserves.
Coffee, Tea, Spices. Flavoring
Extracts, Catsup, Raisins,

z

Denver

'?;

i

famous and
beautiful Italian marbles used for generations in attaining decorative effects
and representing the acme of human
ingenuity in perfecting artificial stone
will be seen at the Panama-Pacifi- c
International exposition in 1915.
The marbles which are now being
imitated to add to the distinctiveness
and beauty of the exposition decorative scheme are Travertine which
will form the exterior finishing of exposition buildings Sienna, and what
is known as Verde Antique.
Travertine marble is found in the
bed and along the shores of the river
Tiber and is believed to be of a vol
canic origin. Its imitation has been
perfected by Paul E. Denivelle, an expert in the imitation of various stones.
The shade of the marble, an old ivory,
is the key coItA of the exposiliour
Imitations of the other marbles.
Sienna and Verde Antique, also have
teen perfected by Denivelle and are
being prepared for the exposition under his direction. The Sienna, of a
reddish color streaked with yellow
and black, has been used in columns
along the main entrance of the palace
of machinery, Verde Antique will be
used for urns and other ornamentations in several of the Interior courts.
Backache
Rheumatism

and

Foley Kidney Pills are so thorough-

effective for backache, rheumatism,

swollen and aching Joints, kidney and
bladder ailments that they are recommended everywhere. A. A. Jeffords,
McGrew, Nebr., says: "My druggist
recommended Foley Kidney Pills for
pains in my back, and before I finished one bottle, my old trouble entirely

EXPERT IMITATION
disappeared."
San Francisco, April 3. Imitations
BOY FRACTURES' KNEE

In every department of Banking we
are prepared to give the best of Service

interest

w
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Convenient Packages:

Tin, the Pound and

Glass Humidor.

"Ho

t,

utrn String

The Handy

Half-Siz-

e

Tin Humidor

Half-Pou-

P

A
SUmg,

liWOj

But the man who once tries STAG Is
interested in no other tobacco.
He's reached the Promised Land!
Full-Sit- e

"So

4

WN.

There areJots of good tobaccos.
Good luck to them I

Itlat

"No Blu,

n

i

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
H imjm C OHO Off"""""

THE OLD RELIABLE

Cay

for Pipe and Cigarette

EVER-LASTING--

GOODV

LY
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pneumonia are to be feared and avoided. Foley's Honey and Tr r is a great
family medicine that will quickly stop
a cough, check the progress of a coid
and relieve inflamed and congested
air passages. It is snfe, puru ana always reliable. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Store. Adv.

Frtle-o-

.,.,.

rmir

.1.,

Sole Agents

If you are not using ELEC-

TRIC LIGHT, you are

tack of bronchitis and pneumonia, as well
as irritating coughs and colds.

de-

I

priving yourself of a great
convenience. It is always
a "twitch of the
ready-ju- st
switch" floods the room
with a soft, mellow light
that will not injure the id

i

r

1

f

i

a

Cathartic tablets are entlrelv

of Vermont, Professor
BIG LAND SALE
George M. Chase o Bates college and
Santa Fe, April 3. The state land Professor Karl P. Harrington of
office is preparing for the great land
university were among the othsale at Deming April 21 and is receiv- er speakers at the opening session.
ing many inqurie3 regarding it The
state land office Is making good pro
gress In picking land selections and
Make TMs Pleasant Cough
before long hopes to have set aside
and Cold Remedy Yourself
from the public domain the entire
area of 12,000,000 or more acres grant
Here's the recipe I
ed the state.
Into a pitcher put a tablespoonful of
The following have been appointed butter,
cup light brown sugar,
notaries by Governor McDonald: Wil- an ounce of fresh, whole allspice and a
of Duffy 9 pure malt whiskey. Let
liam O. Evans of Las Cruces, and Ar- pint
f
it stand for half an hour, then add
thur J. Wesman of Santa Fe.
pint boiling water. Let it stand again for
a short while, and before serving stir well
and add the juice of one orange and one
'
It
for
HERBTNE
Take
indigestion.
lemon. This is to be served in a wine glass.
relieves the pain in a few minutes an;!
It is very wholesome, appetizing and
matter
which
forces the fermented
especially for fever and
strengthening,
bowels
causes the misery fnto the
chills in stormy and blustering weather.
where it is expelled. Price 60c. Sold Prompt action on such occasions will ward
s
fatal atoff many a serious and
by Central Drug Co. Adv.
Subscribe tor The Optra

u

Gross, Kelly & Co.

INTERESTED VISITOR
Santa Fe, April 3 O. C. Hunter, of
Salt Lake City, who has made an extensive tour in the Orient, especially
throughout Syria and has visited every country except Spain in Europe, was an Interested visitor of the
museum of New Mexico today. He
had visited the scnool of Oriental
archaeology at Jerusalem and Roman
archaeology at Rome and was delighted to find that Santa Fe ha3 the
school .of American archaeology. He
will leave tomorrow afternoon for the
Pacific coast

effective, thoroughly cleansing and at
Santa Fe, April
Warren. Blaten, ways
pleasant in action. They contain
son of Mrs. Dunn of this city, this blue flag, are a remedy for constipaforenoon, while hurdling on the play tion and sluggish liver, and a tonio to
are improved dj
grounds of the Santa Fe schools, the bowels, which
their use, Try them- - They do cot
tripped and struck hia knee on a fail to give relief and satisfaction. O
stone, fracturing his kneecap, an in- G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
jury which, will confine him to his Store. Adv.
home for several weeks, it is feared.
CLASSICAL ASSOCIATION
N. H., April 3. The anHanover,
A pain in the side or back that
nual meeting of the Classical Associacatches you when you straighten up
call" for a rubbing application of BAL- tion of New England began at DartLARD'S SNOW LINIMENT. It relaxes mouth college today and will continue
the contracted muscles and permits over tomorrow. The meeting was
motion without suffering or Inconven
thi3 afternoon with an address
ience. Price 25c, 50c and $1.00 per opened
by President Nichols of Dartmouth.
bottle.
Sold by Central Drug Mo.
Professor Samuel E. Bassett of the
Adv.

'.

,, .......mi,

Special "Health Warning" for March
March Is a trying month for the
very young and for elderly people.
Croup, -- bronchial colds, lagrlppe and

one-hal-

-

WAGON

BAIN

MUST FILE REPORTS

Santa Fe, April 3. Attorney General
Frank W. Clancy today dispelled the
idea that candidates for offices not
paying any salary or emoluments are
exempt from filing a statement of
their campaign expenses under the
law of 1912. Today was the last day
for filing such a statement with the
county cierk, and every candidate for
office, with only the statutory exemption of candidates for school director,
or ditch officers, are subject to a
maximum fine of $500 for failure to
file such a statement, or is prohibited from entering upon office, if elect
ed, until such a statement i3 filed.

Wes-ley'a-
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SWASTIKA COAL

Money

University

Tin, the
and the Pound

Hlf

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

3.

VnvSV

Time DessemHB

GOA L AMD

cough or cold may save you both sickness and money. F. F. Monahan,
"I am exposed
Wis., says:
to all kinds of weather and I find Fo
ley's Honey and Tar Compound always
fixes me up in good shape when 1
catch cold or have a bad cough. 1
recommend it gladly." Refuse all sub
stitutes. O- - G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Store. Aav.

of three of the most

Just Right for

That'i Worth

Capital, $100,000 Snrplos and .Undivided Profits, $25,000.

Men-omoni-

?

ly

OF LAS VEGAS. N. M.

Using Foley's Honey and Tar for a

THE MOREY MERCANTILE CO.

Farmers and others who live at a
distance from a drug store should keep
In the house a bottle of BALLARD'S
SNOW LINIMENT. It may be needed
at any time for cuts, wounds, sores,
sprains and rheumatism. It is a powerful healing and penetrating remedy.
Price 25c, 50c and $1.00 per bottle. Sold
by Central Durg Co. Adv.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

been issued by Volunteer Observer
Hargrove and shows that this month
was not disagreeable but rather was
typical of spring. Although the precipitation fell below normal the temperature was slightly above normal.
The mean maximum temperature for
the month was 58 degrees. The mean
minimum temperature was 23 de
grees and the mean temperature was
40 degrees, just .03 degrees above
normal.
The maximum temperature
was 71 degrees on March 9 and 15.
The minimum temperature was five
degrees on March 22.
The total precipitation for the month
was .20 Inch. The normal is .68 Inch.
The greatest in 24 hours was .17 inch
on March 11. The total snowfall during the month was three inches. There
were only three days with .01 Inch or
more precipitation.
This is unusual
for March.
Plain Truth

V

Rice, Sea Foods, Orape Juice,
Olive Oil, Maple Syrup, etc.,

and all varieties of canned
fruits and vegetables.

only building was the newly built
Santa Fe station and when he left
about four years ago the city was considered one of the foremost in the
state. After three years, which he
spent writing for papers in Nevada,
Utah and Colorado, Mr. Kistler returned home last July. .
Mr. Kistlers father, Rev. W.' R.
Kistler, moved to this city in 1882 and
took charge of the local Methodist
church as pastor. He was accompanied by his wife and a son, W. D.
Kistler, who later became a member
of the state legislature and was the
first man to introduce a school bill
in the New Mexico legislature.
Reverend Mr. Kistler died in this
city about 16 years go and was followed eight years later by his wifa
W. D. Kistler died in 1892. Both Rev.
Mr. Kistler and his son were mom'
nent in the city and state and were,
like Mr. Russ Kistler, pioneers of tha
city.
Mr. Kistler never married and has
no living relatives as far as can be
learned. Although a brilliant man,
Mr. Kistler was unfortunate. He had
no faculty for saving his money and
died practically penniless. Like many
other geniuses, Mr. Kistler was not
ambitious and he never attained tha
place he rightly should have occupied

.

The weather report for March has

Treat

.

EFFICIENCY EXPOSITION
3.
The Grand
New York, April
Central Palace is filled with interest-

the largest

i
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Chronic Stomach Troublu Cured
There is nothing more discotirasin?
than a Chronic disorder of the stom
ach. Is it not. surprising that man?
surfer for years with such an ailment
when' a permanent cure is within thrfi
reach and may he had for a trifle?
"About one year a?o," says P. H
a
Beck, of Wakelee, Mich., "I bought
package of Chamberlain's Tablets, and
since using them I have felt perfectly
well. I had previously used any number of different medicines, but none
or them were of any lasting benefit"
For sale by all- - dealers. Adv.

Many of

Late yesterday afternoon, TX. A.
Kistler, an old time resident of this
city, diedj at the Las Vegas hospital
following an illness that has extended
over the past several months. Mr.
Kistler was 61 years of age and had
been a resident of this city for the
past 35 years.
Death was due to heart trouble of
which Mr. Kistler had been a 6ufferer
for the past five years or more. For
the past severaj weeks the condition
of Mr. Kistler was considered serious.
Mr, Kistler was, perhaps, the best
known pioneer in the city. During
his residence in this city years ago
he was largely known through The
Optic, which, he founded in 1879. Mr.
Kistler was widely known over the
entire state and fras considered, in
his best days, one of the most brilliant writers in the west. During the
time of his ownership and management Of The Optic, Mr. Kistler wrote
articles that were copied in many
eastern papers and he was generally
acknowledged to be an expert in his
.":
line of work.
.
Mr.,' Kistler was torn in' Clyde, O.,
in 1853. He was the son of Rev. and
Mrs. W. R. Kistler. Mr. Kistler's
early days were spent in different
parts of Ohio, Indiana and Kansas.
His education was limited as regards
school attendance, but through his
father, a learned man, he obtained such
training that enabled him later to
take up and successfully follow the
newspaper business.
At the age of 24 years Mr. Kistler,
with his parents, came to Trinidad,
Colo., where he was employed in a
grocery etore as a clerk. Shortly
after he removed to a newly organized town in New Mexico called Otero,
two miles south of Raton. There he
entered the newspaper business. His
paper, a weekly publication, was
named the Optic. In 1879, a year
after he went to Otero, Mr Kistler
moved his newspaper plant to this
city and has remained here since,
with the exception of about two years.
The newspaper plant was moved
here, together with the entire town
of Otero.
Mr. Kistler arrived in Las Vegas
about three months after the Santa
Fe Railway company entered this
city. He began business with The
Weekly Optic on the corner of what
is now Main avenue and. Eighth street
on the property now owned by Mrs.
Robert Hayward.
A year later The Optic was moved
to the Optic block, now occupied by
the Troy hotel, and there Mr. Kistler
began the publication of The Optic
as a daily. About three years later
The Optic was moved into the present .location, and there, successfully
managed by Mr. Kistler. In 1902 the
paper was sold to Allen Brothers, but
Mr. Kistler remained in its employ
until late In 1909.
Mr. Kistler was an enterprising,
boosting, citizen,, and through The
Optic he assisted in the growth of
the city and its extension over the
territory which it now covers. When
Mr. Kistler arrived in this city, the
-
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Jefferson Reynolds, President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
HaUot RaynoUH Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
E. D. Raynolds, Vice President.
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ELECTRIC illumination
will add to the beauty and
comfort of your home. It
is clean, safe, and healthful, and does not throw off
soot or dirt, nor consume
the oxygen in the air.
Ask us to show you

how cheaply

UK

your

house can he wireJ
without injury to tl:e
wall
DO

ordeccraii
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is before the
period. Tnat is now. Every active
female fly that is killed now will
lessen the fly population later in the
summer by many millions. So that

effective
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every well directed blow of the swatter as the first fly appears Is as effective' In" the general movement of
fly extermination as a million such
blows In August. As a matter of
simple conservation of energy, swat. M. PADGETT....
.Editor.
ting operations should be Inaugurated
v:
at once.
The "clean-up- "
phase of the cm-.-'
sade should, also receive earnest attention.. If the breeding places are
property treated, the fly. population
Entered at the postoffics at East will be
comparatively email and the
&&M Vegas, New. MexlCQ
for
process of extermination will be
through tha Ualted States easier. All places where dirt and
palls M second class matter.
filth are - allowed to accumulate)
should be cleaned up. All refuse
should be sprayed or otherwise dis?
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
"
f ii ii Dally, by earner "
posed of so that the innumerable eggs
l$ .05 lodged in it may be destroyed. As a
Per .Copy U1- .matter of health precaution there is
.ai..ir.-i..i..-..1- 5
One Week1
.65
nothing, perhaps, more important
Month
Ona
'..ii;i..-.iu7.60 than this matter of cleanliness, and
One Year
everybody should act promptly in
Dally, by Mail
?6.00 forestalling conditions which always
Ona Tear (in advance)
result later In so much human sufSix Months (in advance)
7.00 fering.
.
One Tear (In arrears?
O Kix Months (in arrears)
;
Publishes by
JHZ OPTIC PU8LISHINQ CO.
'
(Incorporated)
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That all leading nations are prepar
ing to make the use of oil at sea com
FRIDAY. APBIL 3, 1914.
pulsory Is Indicated by the Lpndon
board of trade's statutory rules and
KUS KISTLKli DEAD G3 orders regarding
appliances
on vessels. The rules now provide
Scarcely anybody In L&s Vegas will that, in all classes of foreign-goinread of the death of It. A. Kistler with ships, lifeboats shall be equipped with
out sorrow, for he was known to prac cne gallon of oil and a vessel of aptically every man, woman and child proved pattern for distributing it in
in the community.
With the excep rough water. The calming action of
been mathematicuon of a fe-- newcomers, everybody the oil on water-hademonstrated.
ally
man
ana ins History. He
aiww iue
In nearly every instance where oil
was one of the pioneers who helped
Is
used on the Great Lakes, the cap:o build up this section of the south
west, contributing his share through tains let it drip through the waste
medium of his thorough Journal pipes both forward and aft. Some of
ism. He was a clever writer, feared the masters claim excellent results
mobody and was a consistent worker from dripping oil through a short
for Las Vegas and the southwest His piece of deck hose run through the
services were appreciated by the old hawser pipes or chocks, forward.
imers, and it will be many years be Many lake men think that these two
methods are as efficient as the use of
fore his memory Is forgotten.
oil
bags and are much easier to put
o
f
into operation. One steamer has a
SWATTING TI1E FLIES
circular tank in the fore peak with
pipes leading from each side of the
When tha first 'fly swatting"
bow. When oil is to be used, weights
started in this fram
are applied to a piston in the tank,
four or five years ago, there was
thus forcing the oil by pressure furthmuch public skepticism as to er from the side of the vessel.
rOre efficacy of this theory ' of exter--!
The few possible variations In the
miration. The fly is the- - universal method of distributing oil overboard
UtetL He is found in practically make Its use a simple matter for any
'
everjj country on the globe where any vessel. No expensive or intricate gear
ort of Insect life exists. Travelers is required and the oil can be applied
to the remotest regions of the Orient, to the water with very little loss of
to far inland African wastes and to time.
tha very edge of the Arctic regions
Many captains have saved lives, on
fcave found tha lively little pest ap- the lakes by lying to windward- of a
parently quite as much at home as steamer, in .distress and lettlnguf a
In the pleasant centers of population. ittle oil, which enabled them to launch
This Is enough in Itself to discourage small boats and transfer the crew and
the theory that the fly can be wholly passengers. A small schooner that
exterminated.
The further fact Is was In tow of, a pteam bargd went
presented that flies breed with mar- - down under the crew, who took to the
yelous rapidity and a single female yawl boat; but there was such a big
rovide sea that the steam barge could not
fly. If left undisturbed will
enough projemy to make an entire pick up the yawl. Tho mate took an
'
oil can and made two heaving lines
ommussity. miserable.
But It has been, shown that elimi fas$ to it, letting It drift off to leeward
nation or nies in localities is a po toward the yawl. There were several
stbility. When science has achieved gallons of oil In the can and the oil
the feat of freeing great areas from flowed over the water and knocked
fever carrying mosquitoes, it seems down the;seafto Bitch an extent that
entirely probable that the same thing the yawl was able to react the steammay be done with flies and other er, and the crew was hoisted aboard.
aoxlous insects. Of course, the elimi-atloScores of lives are lost each year
of the fly is no easy task. In on barges which are towed up and
deed, it 1b more difficult than elim- down the American coast. The barges,
inating the yellow fever acourge. Still, each carrying several men, have no
science asserts, the fly can be" done motive poweF but sails, and, in a
away with in this country by the blow, thees are useless. Frequently
comparatively simple process of kill-in- the tow rope breaks; a barge then is
off the Insects a taut n the,v an. absolutely at the mercy of the elepear and cleaning up their breeding ments and, unless, by some fortunate
Places. In thia gigantic work the and unusual chance, the tow boat can
services of the entire population must get another lino aboard, the barge Is
fee enlisted. For only by the.
hearty usually capsized,- sunk, or dashed to
of all can the campaign piec
en. the shore with almost Invar
Against the fly be successful. We are iable loss of all the crew. The man-mssmred that there lire now fewer ager of a steamship company doing
uses in American than ever before coastwise work said that, in his opinBfnce Its settlement, due to the "fly ion, captains could use oil to very
awaiting' activities of men, women good advantage when towing barges
and children during the past few in heavy weather. A British captain
roars.
said that, in .thv." case, .of towing, he
The tfree when fly killing is most thought' the bargfr or" boat In tow .would
g
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And will Continue until After Easter.

AT TAUPEBT'S

be

far more comfortable and run less

danger of breaking her towing line if
the tug, or towing vessel, would put
out oil.
The shipping interests and people of
America have a right to expect from
congress a full appreciation of the
value of oil at sea and definite legislation prescribing its use. The United
States government should protect every vessel that flies the American
flag, the thousands of passengers who
ride in them and the millions of dollars worth of cargo that they carry
every year. Protection can be secured
by the passage of a law requiring
every life saving station and every
American-ownevessel to carry oil at
all times and be provided with ample
means for quick distribution from the
vessel, her lifeboats and life rafts.
Such a law would provide nothing less
than actual insurance for passengers,
shippers and vessel owners, at a purely nominal cost to the latter; and the
sooner the law goes Into effect the
sooner will Davy Jones' locker go
empty for want of lives, vessels and
cargoes to fill it Leslie's Weekly.

DRY GOODS, SUITS, SHOES, HATS, COATS,

DRESSES, MEN'S and BOY'S FURNISHINGS,
And that means Exceptional Savings on Dependable Herchandise.
Insure Imioediate Disposal

To

d

YOU WILL WANT TO

WE WILL SELL OUR PRESENT

'

FOSTER CASE TO COME UP
Mobile, Ala., April 3. The case of
Joel M. Foster, who was arrested here
in the early part of the winter on a
charge of violating the Mann' white
slave law, is on the court docket for
trial tomorrow. Foster Is the son of
a millionaire resident of Scran ton,
Pa, The charge against him was the
result of his alleged elopement with his
old stenographer, Delilah
Bradley. After his release on ball Foster returned to New7 York and it is
understood that he has since been confined In a sanitarium.
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Terra cotta, Egyptian, Salmon, Mahogany

$15.00 Coats orSuitsior
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SEE THE NEW GOWNS

IN ALL 1914 SHADES AND STYLES.

STOCK AT THE

FOLLOWING REDUCTIONS:
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VOTE FOR THE
LIBRARY

'

PARISIAN GOWN

of Coats and Soils

o

Thus far 'in the campaign being
waged by the citizens interested in the
continuance of the Carnegie public lib- rary, the arguments presented in favor
of that course, decision on which will
be made by the voters who cast bal
lots at the city election next Tuesday,
clearly have the better over any that
could possibly be produced by persons
against the issue.
The library board is unable to find
any persons in the city who are oppos
ed to the library,, though there may be
people who are not acquainted with
the facts and who think that the
further continuance of the library will
foe a burden to the taxpayers.
As one of the most progressive cities'in the 'state, Las Vegas must
the Carnegie public
necessarily-'retailibrary. Every city must have an In
stitution of this kind, not only for the
benefit of people who read fiction, hut
for the benefit of 'students In the
schools who are forced to use con
tinually valuable reference works.
A short list of the valuable works
In the library that are used as refer
enced works by the students, was given ln 'last night's issue of The Optic,
and investigation as to the readers of
these works will prove the fact that
the library must be maintained for the
'
'
use of studious people.
j
If the issue in regard to whether
tlje library shall be continued is defeated, the voters of Las Vegas later
will discover that they have disas
trously affected the future growth of
the city through their vote.
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HQ W OIL CALMS WATER
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WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
'
An "impression prevails that great
GROWER
of oil are required to calm
quantities
?i00
One Tear.
hut
the
Professor Ray Lankester
sea,
1.00
Six Months
of England suggests that a pint of oil
an hour will secure a zone of calm
(Cash in Advance for Mall
water around a ship sufficient for the
Subscriptions.)
safe launching of small boats. Accord
Remit by check, draft or money ing to this authority, nine pints of oil
order. If sent otherwise we will not are sufficient to calm a squar mile
tse responsible for loss.
of water, and, incredible as it may
Specimen copies free on application. appear, one drop will calm
seven
'
square feet: The oil spreads out over
ALU PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT the surface of the sea in a film which
has the almost unimaginable thickness
EXPIRATION OF TIME
of two millionths of a millimeter, yet
PAID FOR
it holds In leash the mighty power of
the ocean. When the film of oil
the
Advertisers are guaranteed
spreads over the surface, the heapinglargest dally and weekly circulation up action of the water, which results
af any newspaper in northern New in the formation first of ripples and
SEexico.
then of waves, cannot take place. The
thinner the film the greater Is its ef
fect in pulling down the crests of the
TELEPHONES
Main 2 waves and making a lower wave line,
Business Office
Newt Department
Main 2 free from break.
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FOR
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WE WILL GIVE YOU YOUR CHOICE

OF ANY DRESS HERE AT A DISCOUNT

31.75

0

SALE PRICES ARE FOR CASH.

a feature, during this sale, of our usual courteous store service.
We are just as interested in your making satisfactory selections at these reducWe shall make

tions as thougu the regular prices prevailed.
:.:
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LOT

LOT 1
5uede Pumps
Black-Gra-

Every pair of Shoes, Pumps

Excellent Values
Your Choice

PER PAIR

:

$2.29 .
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for

$2.40

Women's

.

StockinS'.

;

Book Fold

Gingham

Percale

FROM

Vib;;-- .,

69c.

mi

50 & 65c belts for 39c
50 &, 75c Ties for 49c
15c Sox Black or Tan
pair 9c.
$1.25 Shirts, all sizes

for Women
Long .Sleeves
"""Size 5 & 6
,

-

Men's & Boys' i::
K'
Wear

.

Undervests

Special
6 for

'

OFFERINGS.

Ribbed Summer

'

'

35c.
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OUR EASTER

NONE BETTER

....

(31 inches

'

980

AT RANDOM

Elastic Cord

A Splendid Wearing '

Best Dress

...

HAIR NETS

Worth 50c

10 yds.

(7incM

IOC.--.--

Silk Hose

Extra Specials

for

SELECTED

BARGAINS

fl

10 yds.

, -

:

10 Yds Limited to Each Customer.

'

................

PER PAIR

on Sale,
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Patent or Gunmetal
worth $3.50 &S1.00
YOUR CHOICE
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f

and Oxfords in tho House

Consists of Fine
Oxfords & Pumps
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INJURED

IS

MAN

ALLOWED TO

EVoFjf
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WITH
H. DAVIS,
MASHED
FOOT, GETS NO SYMPATHY
FROM THE SANTA FE

With his left foot badly mashed
and suffering great pain, p. H.
Davis, a trespasser on Santa, Fe
property, was allowed to remain in
the waiting room pf the company's
passenger station here for eight hours
mis morning without medical atten
tion. When citizens' with Kind hearts
in their bodies, coming downtown
early, discovered the condition the
man was in and learned that he had
received no attention, they declared
they would pay the expenses them
selves, but something must be done

at

-

.

once.

Then the Santa re officials sum
moned Dr. H. M. Smith, who dressed
the man's foot. Before summoning
Its own surgeon, the Santa Fe,
through its agent, D. L. Batchelor,
endeavored to get the man cared1 for
by the county and the city. In the
meantime Da via suffered. At- 8:30
o'clock, when Mr. Batchelor reluctantly summoned Dr. Smith, Dr. C. C.
Gordon, the city physician, was on
his way to Inform the agent that the
city would pay the expenses of a physician if the Santa Fe would take the
man hack "to Cerrillos, from whence
he came. Dr. Gordon wa acting on
instruction of Mayor R. J Taupert
All this is the story as gleaned from
apparently reliable sources.
Mr. Batchelor said this morning
that the railroad is not responsible
Cor trespassers who are injured on
its right of way, and that the county
or city in which the accident occurs
should bear the expenses of caring
for such unfortunates. He declared
the Santa Fe pays taxes and is entitled to be relieved rom further expense in caring for persons hurt while
on its property. Mr. Batchelor said
the road had never been put to this
vxpense in any other state than New
Mexico. He told a representative of
The Optic this morning that an effort
had been made to get the county and
city officials to act in Davis' case,
but they had not done so. Mr; Batchelor admitted that it was. cruel to allow a man in Davis' condition to suffer because of lack of care, but declared the county or city authorities,
not the Santa Fe, was responsible,
Numerous persona aoont the station, disgusted at the inaction, declared they would be glad to contribute
toward a fund for the purpose of caring for Davis. Some of them said the
Santa Fe's agent might be right in
his action, from an entirely legal
standpoint, but they wondered at the
lack oif humanity of any corporation
that would order its agent to act In
such a manner under such conditions.
Similar occurrences are recorded
here every few months. Some time
ago a man attempted suicide at the
Santa Fe station while a passenger.
The railroad officials failed to csro
for him and there was a discussion
aa to whether the city officials should
act. In the meantime a rain began
falling and the unfortunate man, with
his throat slashed, lay under the cover
of a tarpaulin, which was hiu only
covering. Everybody remembers the
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A Home Method Sure to Re
store Flesh to Natural
Health.
"St.

f.
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home should be
without a laxative, for there is scarcely a day in a family of several persons
that someone doesn't complain of a
headache, or sleeplessness, or show
the first signs of a cold.
- A laxative then becomes a necessity .or what was a trifling congestion
at the beginning may run into a serious cold or, fever. .No harsh remedy
Is needed, but simply a mild laxative-toni- c
that will make the ;liver active
and stir up the bowels.. People who
have tried a great many things, and
are ' themselves beads of families,
who have seen the little tils run to
big ones, wil tell you that there is
nothing better than Dr. Caldwell's
Syrup Pepsin, which yon can obtain
at any drug store for fifty cents or
one dollar a bottle, the latter being
tha family size.
Among the great believers in Syrup
Pepsin for constipation In old or
young; and as a general household
emergency remedy", is Mrs. Al. P.
Smith, 710 N. Cherry St., San Antonio, ; Tex. To use her own words,
she says she will bless Dr. Caldwell
to her dying day for she believes
that through
Syrtip Pepsin, she found the way to permanent
good health.
"Dr. Caldwell's Synvp Pepsin is sci
entifically compounded and its purity
Crabtree case of last December, when
a man and wife, passengers on a
Santa Fe train, became deranged and
the road, despite the fact it had en
tered into ' a contract, through the
tickets, to take the couple safely to
their destination, turned them over
to the city, which has no facilities
for caring for such cases.
There is a decided opinion about
the city that, the Santa Fe is respon
sible for persons hurt upon its right
of way. At least, they are entitled
to speedy treatment, and the matter
of investigating aa to who would pay
can come later. It is stated that If
the railroad cannot afford to use its
own hospital and physicians to care
for fcuch unfortunate persons, there
are some charitable individuals in
Las "Vegas who might as?st that corporation. At any Tate, there should
be speedy aid for injured persons be
they tramps or passengers. If the
policy advocated by Mr. Batchelor
were followed, Davis would have
been taken to Santa Fe county, where
he was injured, before receiving
treatment.
Davis is a miner. He has been
employed in Cerrillos for some time.
Last night he attempted to beat his
way to Dawson, where he expected to
get employment dn the coal mines.
He climbed upon the blind baggage
of Santa Fe train No. 8. Some distance north of Glorleta his left foot
was mashed between the bumpers.
The man, though suffering mtuch pain,
clung to the car until he reached Las
Vegas. He got off the train a short
distance from the station and hobbled
into the men's waiting room; where
He remained until 8:30 o'clock with
absolutely no medical or surgical attention.
Davis was sent this afternon to
Cerrillos on Santa Fe train No. 1. It
was stated that he probably would
lose one or more toes as the result
of the accident. Davis belongs to the
Knights of Pythias lodge at Cerrillos
and It is understood the fraternity will
care for him.
It was stated today that the railway
and the county commissioners are
considering the mapping out of a regular course of procedure In such cases as that of Davis, under which an
injured person may be cared for speedily, no matter who bears the expense.
It is the policy of allowing a man to
suffer while an effort is being made
to get somebody to care for him that
has caused the dissatisfaction with the
Santa Fe's action in these cases, it is
believed.
The Mothers' Favorite
cough medicine for children
should be harmless. It should bf
pleasant to take. It should be effectual
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy is all of

Vry valnablo facts for all
who have any biood trouble Willi external
Korea.
Do not

any sor bo as to Inter-lor-e
with perspiration and the formation
scabs.
f protective
Keep It clean and
If it is B stubborn case, flush
bandaged.
your blood with S. S. 8. This famous
And you
blood nurifler works wonders.
ran easily give your blood a good, thorough
cleansing by using S. S. S. There Is no
need for anyone to be despondent over the
No matter
illness of blood Impurities,
how badly they attack the system or how
remember
unsightly becomes the skin,S. just
S. B. that so
there Is one Ingredient in
stimulates the cellular tissues throughout
the body that each selects Its own essential
nutriment from the blood.
Do not fail to get a bottle of S. S. S.
If your abscess Is of such a nature
would lite to consult a specialist,
that
write-tthe medical deportment. The Swift
Fpecifle Co., 214 Swift Laboratory, Atlanta,
cover

tin-

Beware of any attempt to sell you something else for the , blood. Many people
some

Jmve been Imposed upon by having
mineral mixture palmed oft on them. Auk
for S. S. S. and insist that S. S. S. i
what you propose to get.

CAPITAL PAID IN
1100,000.00

PLEASE

SURPLUS
50,000.0f
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i. M. Cunningham, Preside
t
Frank Springer,

BROWNE MANAGEMENT PREDjCTS
PEOPLE WILL LIKE CLEOPATRA PICTURE
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MRS. M. F. SMITH

In George Kleine's magnificent photo
drama production of "Antony and Cleo
patra," which la announced for Sunday and Monday at the Browne theater, the Oinea company endeavored to
carry out Plutarch's description of the
arrival of Cleopatra at Torsus and
her first meeting with Antony:
"She was sailing tranquilly along
the Cydnus, on a bark with a golden
stern, with calls of purple and oars
of Bilver, and the dip of the oars was
rhymed to the sound of flutes, blending with musio of lyres. She herself,
the queen, wondrously clad as Venus
is pictured, waa lying under an awn
ing gold embroidered. Boys dressed
as cuplds stood at her side, gently
waving fans to refresh her. Her maid-,enevery one .beautiful and clad as
a naiad or a grace, directed, the boat,
some at the rudder, others at the
ropes. Both banks of the stream were
sweet with, the perfumes burning on
the vessel."
The Clnes company has pictorlally
reproduced Plutarch' description, and
the luxurious, languorous note of the
Orient and its splendors is realized
all through the photo drama. It is
this feature that makes it so different from anything that has preceded
it and gives it the stamp of awe inspiring grandeur.

of Philadelphia, advocate general of

the Pennsylvania National Guard;
Charles D. Norton of New York, famous in financial and political circles,
at one time private secretary of President Taft; W. A. Atterbury and Allen Evans of Philadelphia, intimately
connected with the Pennsylvania railroads; Clarence R. Lewis of Philadelphia; and Porter Norton of Buffalo,
who is a director of the Western New
York & Pennsylvania railroad and of
the International Traction company.

D. T. Hoskins, Cashier.
B. S. Lewis, Asa't Gash.
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is vouched for. Mothers give it to
tiny babes, and grown people, taking
a little larger amount, find It equally
effective. It is mild and gentle.pleas-ant-tastinand free rrom griping.
It does not hide behind a high- sounding name and is absolutely free
from any prohibited ingredient. Fam
ilies who once use Syrup Pepsin
forever after avoid cathartics, salts,
pills and other harsh medicines, for
these only do temporary good, are
nauseous and a shock to any delicate
system. Such things should never be
given to children.
Families wishing to try a free Sample hottle can obtain it postpaid by
addressing Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 419
Washington St., Monticello, 111. A
postal card with your name and address on it will do.
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CAPITAL CTC Sit

this and Is the mother's favorite every
where. For Bale by an dealers,
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Interest PaJd On Deposits
for 2.28 second feet 6f water from the
Pecos river, was made today In the
state engineer's office by William Fear-no-t
of Hagerman to reclaim 160 acres.
A declaration of Intention to appropriate 3.7 second feet of the Canadian
or Red River to irrigate 2C0 acres In
Colfax county, was filed today with
State Engineer French by J. B.
of Taylor, Colfax county.

pre!!mt

.VrMirr

it

of the Archaeological society last ported to the state department of eduevening Attorney J. H. Crist read a cation today that it has' ?25,000
tribute from the pen of Charles F. school bonds outstanding. The .bonds
Lummis to the late Adolf Bandelier, bear five per cent Interest The counone of the world's greatest anthro- ty issued no school bonda last year.

is

pologists, who spent the greater part
ot hla life In New Mexico and made
' AID
invaluable contributions to the knowlFOR. VENUS
edge of the tehnology and archaeology
Santa Fe, April 3. State aid to the
of tha southwest.
amount of $350 was today granted tha
school district of Venun, southern Santa Fe county, by the Btate department
TRIBUTE TO BANDEL1ER
$25,000 SCHOOL BONDS
Santa Fe, April 3. At the meeting
Santa Fe, April 3. Grant county re-- of education.

WANTS RIVER WATER '
Fe, April 3. An application

Santa

BIG ROAD CAMP

Santa Fe, April 3. State Engineer
James A. French last night Jeft for
the new roadbuilding camp at Fort
Selden, Dona Ana county, which is to
be the largest camp maintained by
the state and is to have 40 to 50 men.
Tomorrow, Engineer J.B. Johnson will
leave on an inspection trip of the road
camps south of Santa Fe and to establish a camp at Becker, which is to
build the cutoff road to Escondido
where there is the Burney camp of 49
men. The McCulre camp at San Mar-cihas 20 men and the Smythe camp
in Nogal canyon 40 wen. The Morrill
camp on the Islet road1 has 20 men
and the Bernalillo camp has 20 men.
There are only two camps north of
Bernalillo, the Pino camp of eight men
at Glorieta and the new camp at Ro-- .
meroville of 28 men.
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1LITY STAT

Commands Attention
First Impressions Are Lasting
Make a good impression with good envelop esprinted at the

IN MEMORY OF LAFAYETTE
Montgomery, Ala., April 3. 4n commemoration of the visit of the Marquis Lafayette to this city in 1825
a tablet was placed today in the capital hill school, which occupies the
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1

site where the distinguished visitor
was formally welcomed to the city.
The exercises at the unveiling of the
tablet were under the auspices of
Peter Forney Chapter of the D. A. R.
Governor O'Neal delivered the principal address.

r

BRST QUALITY BOND ENVELOPES

DANDRUFF AND

NO. 6

SIZE

3x6Vj

$4.00 per 1000

FALLING HAIR

$2.50

NO. 10 SIZE 4jx9VS IN.

IN.

$2.50 for 500

$4.00 per 1000

for 500

Preventedby
GOOD QUALITY

IJPESNO.

6

$3.50 per 1000

XXX RAG. ENVE:

SIZE
" '

3x6

IN.

NO

'

1

SIZE

4xll

IN.

$2.75

for

$4.50 per 1000

$2.50 for 500
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Home Can Afford
out a Mildi, Reliable

SEVEN
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to Be With-
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FRIDAY APRIL 3, 1914.
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Treatment
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CUTICURA
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Santa Fe, April 3. General Manager F. C. Fox of the Santa Fe, arrived on a special car yesterday afternoon with a party of distinguished
eastern visitors who spent most of
the time while in Santa Fa viewing And Cuticura Ointment. Directions:
the treasures of the Museum of New Make a parting and rub gently with.
until
Mexioo and then expressed ;i'egret Cuticura Ointment. Continue
over.
been
has
whole
,
gone
Pal-scalp
that they could not give the Old
to Next' morning shampoo with Cutiace more time but that tltey
alone
'cura
may
Soap,
shampoos
hustle to Albuquerque before daytlrinker of be used as often as agreeable, but
Superintendent
light.
once or twice a month is generally
Amaflllo, Superintendent F-- L. Myers
sufficient for this special treatment
F.
Chief
of East Las Vegas,
Engineer
women's hair.
for
M. Bisbee of Topeka, were other railCuticura Hwp and Oin'.rneTtt Pold tJirmiKfront tiift
Irorwi.
n;?.l!. :l flf'( with
which
roaders in the party
comprised lux
1'Hiit. i."., Boftton.
lu hhi;, ,u iuni Kh;i,'issrtio wHU Cuticura
D?"Mjn
T. DeWitt Cpyler, a famous attorney
stud wttlo.
Eaoii Will da is uut iujr
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PREMIUM
PREMIUM

J.IVK CHICKENS
DRESSED CHICKENS

OA

OJ FLOWER

SPINACH
KALE

...

LEAF LETTUCE
HEAD LETTUCB'

:

.

RADISHES ;'
YOUNG ONIONS
' V ;'0i
PARSLEY
FRESH TOMATOES
SOUP BUNCHES
v
NEW BEETS
.

DILL PICKLES
SOUR PICKLES

SWEET PICKLES

held Sunday afternoon from the First
automobile lamps at 6:53 Methodist. church, according to infor'
o'clock this, evening.
,'
mation received this afternoon.

HAMS
BACON

'

-

Palm Sunday special dinner
Hotel Romine; 50c. Adv.

;

Ad?.

'

baby boy born to them

Each week brings new vegetables
for 8 o'clock this evening, and all for the local market. This week shows
members are requested to be present. an unusually large assortment in this
v
,
)
line and all the stores are well sup''
'
,'B.?E. McGusty, the man who was plied,
:
arrested last Tuesday as a suspect in
Prices range about the same as
a murder case in Nebraska, was Re- last week and, are reasonable. In
leased today upon the arrival of an newi vegetables red cabbage, kale and
officer, who stated that MeJSiisty was water cress may be purchased, while
4
nnt iha tnnn wnntpil
the remainder of the offerings Include
cucumbers, asaparagus, cauliflower,
The overland automobile tourist bus spinach, leaf and head lettuce, radiness has started in real Earnest, and ishes, young onions, fresh tomatoes,
now scarcely a day passes tht one parsley, new Ybeetsv carrots and
or more automobiles do not pas?
S.t;ioi
through thety. The larger part are jj'i4iita','6hw fro - marked-changewestbound and judging from the busi hut strawberries stlfl are obtainable
ness at this season of the year, the at moderate prices ' Although apples
summer travel will he Exceedingly are usually of Inferior quality at this
heavy.
season, the local markets are displacing an attractive stock, though
The tickets for the Santa Fe cont the prices have advanced slightly.
cert that is to be given tomorrow
The Meat market continues strong,
riight at the Y. M. C. A. will continue as the enthusiastic Wall street merchto be reserved for the railway folk ant would quote it. It is interesting
until 10 o'clock this evening. Tomor- to note with this food that many peorow at 9 o'clock the tickets will be ple of the city make special reqiuests
open for the general public. Thus far of the meat market for native beef.
about 75 per cent of the tickets have People often, are heard saying that
been taken.
naTive beef ia tough and inferior to
Kansas City meat and yet a large
Santa Fe trains Nos. 1 and 10 ar percentage of the local residents prerived in Las Vegas at exactly the fer the native product in preference
same tinW this afternoon, thus giving to that obtained from Kansas City.
the depot the appearance of a metro
polis, with the many travelers run
DIED
ning about. Business in the passen SEVENTY-SEVE- N
ger line on the Santa Fe is good,
travel being about equally divided beIN THE ICY OCEAN
tween east and west bound.

;

These blankets are Genuine Souvenirs of the
Great Southwestand nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY
New Mexico Largest Wholesalers

SUCH LOVELY BISCUITS
are only possible when made
with such a flour as our
Pure Quill. None less good
will make euch Jight, toothbis-

cuits. Order a sack and surprise your husband tomorrow morning with biscuits
that he will blow about to
his friends and be fully Justified in doing so.

ohe Las Vegas Roller Mills
r

t

tie

lie of tbe Best

of Everything Eatabt

Fresh Vegetables Arriving Daily

THE GRAAF

The republican
primaries of the
West side were held last night and
were largely attended. An alderman
was' selected by each primary and
the delegates selected for the town
convention were instructed to vole
for him aa a candidate. All other officers to be nominated will be select
ed at the convention, which will occur
tomorrow night.

Former residents of the east who
now live'' in Las Vegas felt rather
homesick today when the weather
closely resembled the usual conditions
in that part of the country. "This
weather reminds me of home," was
frequently heard from homesick people. The Indications this morning
pointed toward a snow or rain storm,
but the prospective storm probably
will pass over and tomorrow doubtless
will see the famous Las Vegas weather
"en vogue" again.
THE BROWNE TONIGHT ONLY. .
Judith of Bethulia, by Thobas Bai
ley Aldrich, from the story of the heroic defense of Judea by the Jews of
Bethulia and their final triumph over
the vast army of Nebuchodonosor after Judith ''had outwitted and slain
hia general,. Holofernes. In four reels,
Biograph, Admission 10 and 15 cents.
Adv.

HAYVARD CO. STORE

RECEIVES

GOVERNOR

BLACK HAND LETTER

'

'

is almost classic In its purity, accord
ing to Assistant Secretary of State
Rafael - Romero, who translated the
letter for the governor.

IS

TOLD HE MUST
ENFORCE THE LAWS OR
BE DYNAMITED

Santa Fe, April 3. Governor
this forenoon received'a lurid
Tlack hand letter written in Spanish,
aKhough tha salutation is "Mr. Gov
ernor of New Mexico."'. It threatens
to blow up the captrol, the executive
mansion and finally, the executive
himself if the laws are not enforced
in Santa Fe as the writer says theiy
ought to ba The letter is identical
in wording, except in adding the executive mansion and the governor to
the prescribed list, to that received
Iy thei New Mexican Printing company and now in the hands of District Attorney Alexander Read. It
is signed "Block Hand' and "lied
Hand" and "Viva, el Dynamite." The
handwriting is '"legible- although not
that of a trained hand. The Spanish

Superintendent F. L. Myers of the
New Mexico division of the Santa Fe
Railway , company, accompanied by
Mrs. Myers and Missea Frances and
MildreA Myers,' 'left this afternoon in
Mr. Myers' private car for Wichita,
Kan., where the Myers will remain for
the next week.
The Myers went to Wichita to at
tend the fiftieth anniversary of Mr.
Myers' parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. T.
Myers, which will occur Sunday. The
anniversary, is to be attended by all
members '8 the family1, and will be a
'
big affair.
SUFFRAGETTES FIRE BOMBS
Glasgow, Scotland, April 3. Three
bombs were exploded by suffragettes
today in an attempt to blow up Belmont church. The explosions did only
slight damage to the building.
Subscribe for TM 6p8- -

''"''
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RESCUERS REPORT ALL SURVIVORS OF THE NEW FOUND-LANARE FOUND
St. Johns, N. F., April 3, There
was growing apprehension today that
the sealing steamer Southern Cross
went down with all on board during
the blizzard off Cape Race Tuesday.
She carried a crew' or 170 men and
was heavily loaded with 17,000 seal
skins, trophies of a hunt recently con
cluded in the Gulf of St. Lawwrence.
Hope for the safety of the vessel,
based on a dispatch from Sydney, n.
S., which stated that a wireless mes
sage had been received there report
ing the arrival of the Southern Cross,
was dissipated before noon when the
government, after several hours' inquiry, declared the Sydney report untrue. The government has instituted
an extended search for the missing
esssl and appealed to the Uhited
Statea for assistance. The Reid New
Foundland company's steamer Kyle,
which has a good wireless equipment,
was chartered for the purpose and
will sail at midnight.
i
The American revenue ;utter Sen1
eca; i which ; 1b doing ' Iceberg patrol
duty several hundred miles off the
southern coast, was asked to assist.
The sealer Bellaventure, with her
cargo of dead, is blocked In the Ice
100 miles north of nere and cannot
arrive before Sunday.
She went to the aid of her sister
sealer, New Foundland, when 120
hunters from the latter were caught
by tha storm while killing seals Tuesday, and were unable to regain theif

names of
Foundlamd.wilirport
'"tu'SSjRE.'.. '

GET 'UP!
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Look over onr stock of Lodge
Tins and Emblem. Ytu should
have one .

;S't.y-

-

a list of what articles of fur--.
uiture you need for the coming Spring and Summer and
then take a stroll through
our salesrooms. Tou will
find something here to check
off each piece or set and be
happiertn the end. Reason?
Best stock in town, prices
that can't be beat, and considerate, courteous treatment

THE GOVERNOR AND IRRIGATION
BOOSTTRS WILL MEET IN
DENVER NEXT WEEK
Denver, Colo., April 3. The extension of irrigation projects so that in
the course of time the entire arid
west may be made to blossom as the
rose will be the subpect of discussion
at an important conference to be held
in this" city next week. The conference will meet in response to a call
issued last month by Secretary of
the Interior Lane. The chief purpose
will be to discuss a plan for practical
between the different
states and the federal government in
carrying out irrigation and reclamation projects on a much larger
scale than has been attempted before.
The present policy of the federal
government in regards to the reclamation of western lands Is not altogether satisfactory to the states
most interested. It is believed that a
new policy may be worked out that
will be satisfactory to all concerned
and at the same time accomplish
better results in the great work of
reclamation and conservation. The
first and most important step in the
opinion of those best acquainted with
the subject, will be to devise a prac
tical plan of federal and state cooperation In cleaning up the many
struggling Carey projects throughout
the west.
The states expected to participate
in the conference are Oregon, Wash
ington, Idaho, New Mexico, Arizona,
California, Colorado,
Nevada, Montana, South Dakota, North Dakota,
aftd Utah. On Tuesday next the
governors of the most or all of these
states are to meet here to arrange a
program for the conference and to
discuss various matters
common
' "I
interest and importance.
The conference proper is to begin
its sessions Thursday. Assistant
Jones of the interior department has been designated by Secretary Lane to call the gathering to

of all.

J. C. JOHNSEN
"COMPLETE

HOME

& SON

FURNISHERS"

For the best on the market today see us:
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
Miller
and tires and Fiske tires and everything needed for the auto.
Non-Ski-

n

ALL WORK

DONE

AT OUR SHOP

GUARANTEED FOR ITS
'.

'

'

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop
!

.

y

We Sell Them

For Less
$14.95 for 9x12 Candahar
$19.95.
$19.85

for

9x12

Axmln-ste- r

Rugs.

Alpine Axlmnster

$25 Rugs.
$11.85
;

for 9x12 Manor Tapestry
Rugs.

$16.50

$10.95 for 9x12 Smith's Tapestry
$15 Rugs.

ilL

The captain's message reads:
"Have lust reached steamer New
Foundland and checked figures by
her roster. Find she had 189 total
crew. Of these 113-ar.safe, but 3G
are on the sick list' "Total dead 77,
of which 69 bodies recovered. Remaining eight lost amid floes.
"Am now leaving to proceed to St.
Johns. Fear slow progress, as ice is
heavy and tight.
The Stephano,
which also is lying alongside the New

2:

SUBJECT OF

a number of survivors. It is known
that 58 lives were lost and 'some 30
men are not accounted for. It Is believed that it is scarcely possible that
the latter could have survived the
long exposure of the; lee floes.
A message received here at 3:30
o'clock this afternoon, from the captain of the Belleventure says that the a
total dead of the crew of the New
Foundland is 77. One hundred and
twelve were rescued, and of these 36

are

FGRO SALES COMPANY

dead"

'

Which Lodge Do
You Belong to?

FORMERLY

LAS VEGAS

'
ship.
The Bellaventure, the Stephano and
Florisset picked up many bodies and

MYERS FAMILY REUNION

EXECUTIVE

LAS VEGAS MOTOR CAR CO.

:

AsDirect from the Indian Reservations-Lar- ge
sortment fine colorings - unique patterns-a- ll

some,

LET US GIVE YOU A TIRE TALK

YORK'S GROCERY

;

-

ALL REPAIR WORE"
GUARANTEED

Choice Apples
tomorrow at

IT BE SAVED

'

SOILIES IN THE CITY;

and

'

prices.

also carry
THE LARGEST STOCK OF AUTOMOBILE TIKES, SUPPLIES AND ACCES.
We

Strawberries
Grapefruit.Oranges

POPULAR IN LAS VEGAS

The meeting of the board of direc
tors of the Commercial club is called

D UttiffiR

LIVERY 5xnd REPAIRING

NATIVE RIFAT IS MOST

Finch's Golden Wedainijr Rye, ated
in wood. Direct from the distillery to BUTCHERS SAY THEY GET FREyou. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.
QUENT REQUESTS THAT

Stearns Store
HUNT

a

parents of
yesterday.

BLUHILL CHEESE
CAMEMBERT CHEESE
BRIE CHEESE
SIERRA CHEESE

,

Green Onions
Extras Fine Ripe
Tomatoes
and all the best
fresh, vegetables of
the Season

at the

THE BROWNE TONIGHT ONLY
Judith . of Bethulia. The poetio
tragedy of Judith and Holofernes, has:
Old, Taylor whiskey and Sherwood ed on Apocrypha, by Thomas Bailey
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.
Aldrich, , reaches the sublime. Bio-graph in four, parts. Admission 10
Yon can live cheaper and hotter and 10 cents. Adv.
at the Hotel Komaine. Investigate.

SWISS CHEESE
ROQUEFORT CHEESE
LIMBERGER CHEESE
BRICK CHEESE

'

Cauliflower, Celery
Lettuce

Light

Mr. and Mrs. Adolfo Perea are the

NEW TURNIPS
NEW CARROTS
CABBAGE
DRY "ONIONS

ft

LOCAL NEWS

STRAWBERRIES
FANCY EATING APPLES
SPITZENBERGER
WINE SAPS
COOKING APPLES .
ORANGES
TANGERINES
GRAPE FRUIT
;
:
BANANAS
;
LEMONS

CUCUMBERS
ASPARAGUS

The funeral of R. A. Kistler, the
el known newspaper man of this
city who died yesterday afternoon at
the Las Vegas hospital, likely will be

W

Friday's and Saturday Market

FRIDAY APRIL 3, 1914.

$1.48 for $2.50
.;
Rugs.

,
:

Falisade Velvet'

Above sold for Cash ONLY.
Premium Coupons given. AH
goods delivered free.

The Rosenthal
Opposite Y. M. C. A.

order and preside over the' sessions.
Governor "Amnions of Colorado will
deliver an address of welcome and
responses will be made by Governor
Spry of Utah and others of the visiting executives. - In addition to the
governor and the delegates appointed
by them the attendance at the conference will include representatives
of numerous irrigation comianies nfl
commercial, industrial and development organizations throughout the
west. President
Richard V, Young
and other' officers ;, and prominent
member of the ": National Irrigation
congress! also will be preseut,
After the conference completes its
organization it will divide into- sections "for the consideration of various
subjects relating to the general problem of irrigation and land reclamation. Included among the subjects
that will receive attention will be cooperation between the federal and
state governments ; admini stration
and operation of the desert land act;
settlement of irrigated lands; Carey
land projects; irrigation district?;
crops, markets and finances, and ways
and means of financing future irrigation projects.

association, territory," be said,
and growing worse.
"I am confident that the 5 per cent
advance would not meet our needs.
It would save the situation for a time,
for I am satisfied that most of our
Central Freight association roads will
not he able to survive. A 5 per cent
advance would be Insufficient and
for railroads In our territory to keep
etut.of the hands of receivers1, and
prosper it. would 'be necessary .to readjust and bring up to a higher, level
all rates.
"If the advance should be Eranted
It would afford partial relief. That
should be followed toy Joint action of
the interstate commerce,, commission
and authorities of the various states
for a readjustment of the entire rate
situation in Central Freight' association territory."
"Is-ba-

BARRY REACHES

MANILA

GenWashington, April
eral. Thomas H. Barry arrived at Manila yesterday. He will assume command of the Philippine division, relieving Major General ,T. Franklin
Bell, who will sail on tbe fifteenth
for the United States by way of Siberia and Europe. General Bell prob
RATE HEARING pONTWUES
ably will. take command of the cenWashington, April 3. W? C. Max- tral department and join the troops
well, general traffic manager of the at Texas City next fall.
Wabash, at the hearing before the inBENNETT IS BETTER
terstate commerce commission today
on the proposed increase In freight
Cairo, Egypt, April 3. The condition
rates, declared that a.S per cent ad- of James Gordon Bennett, proprietor
vance would only afford partial relief of the New York Herald, who has
to the carriers and save the situation been ill as a result of an attack of
for a time.
bronchitis, waB said by the physicians
"The situation in Central Freight in attendance today to be much better.
.

